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Abstract
One of the main challenges in Software Engineering is to cope with the
transition from an industry based on software as a product to software as
a service. The field of Software Engineering should provide the necessary
methods and tools to develop and deploy new cost-efficient and scalable
digital services. In this thesis, we focus on deployment platforms to ensure
cost-efficient scalability of multi-tier web applications and on-demand video
transcoding service for different types of load conditions.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds provide Virtual Machines (VMs)
under the pay-per-use business model. Dynamically provisioning VMs on
demand allows service providers to cope with fluctuations on the number
of service users. However, VM provisioning must be done carefully, be-
cause over-provisioning results in an increased operational cost, while under-
provisioning leads to a subpar service. Therefore, our main focus in this the-
sis is on cost-efficient VM provisioning for multi-tier web applications and
on-demand video transcoding. Moreover, to prevent provisioned VMs from
becoming overloaded, we augment VM provisioning with an admission con-
trol mechanism. Similarly, to ensure efficient use of provisioned VMs, web
applications on the under-utilized VMs are consolidated periodically. Thus,
the main problem that we address is cost-efficient VM provisioning aug-
mented with server consolidation and admission control on the provisioned
VMs. We seek solutions for two types of applications: multi-tier web ap-
plications that follow the request-response paradigm and on-demand video
transcoding that is based on video streams with soft realtime constraints.
Our first contribution is a cost-efficient VM provisioning approach for
multi-tier web applications. The proposed approach comprises two sub-
approaches: a reactive VM provisioning approach called ARVUE and a hy-
brid reactive-proactive VM provisioning approach called Cost-efficient Re-
source Allocation for Multiple web applications with Proactive scaling. Our
second contribution is a prediction-based VM provisioning approach for on-
demand video transcoding in the cloud. Moreover, to prevent virtualized ser-
vers from becoming overloaded, the proposed VM provisioning approaches
are augmented with admission control approaches. Therefore, our third con-
tribution is a session-based admission control approach for multi-tier web
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applications called adaptive Admission Control for Virtualized Application
Servers. Similarly, the fourth contribution in this thesis is a stream-based
admission control and scheduling approach for on-demand video transcoding
called Stream-Based Admission Control and Scheduling. Our fifth contribu-
tion is a computation and storage trade-off strategy for cost-efficient video
transcoding in cloud computing. Finally, the sixth and the last contribution
is a web application consolidation approach, which uses Ant Colony System
to minimize the under-utilization of the virtualized application servers.
iv
Sammanfattning
En av de sto¨rsta utmaningarna i programvaruproduktion a¨r hanteringen
av o¨verg˚angen fr˚an en industri baserad p˚a mjukvara som produkt till mjuk-
vara som tja¨nst. Forskningsomr˚adet fo¨r programvaruproduktion bo¨r tillhan-
dah˚alla de no¨dva¨ndiga metoderna och verktygen fo¨r att utveckla och ta nya
kostnadseffektiva och skalbara digitala tja¨nster i bruk. Denna avhandling
fokuserar p˚a utplaceringsplattformer fo¨r sa¨kersta¨llandet av kostnadseffektiv
skalning av webbapplikationer i flera lager och efterfr˚agansstyrda videotran-
skodningstja¨nster fo¨r olika sorters belastning.
Datormoln som tillhandah˚aller infrastruktur enligt en tja¨nstemodell
erbjuder virtuella maskiner enligt en affa¨rsmodell da¨r kunden betalar
enligt bruk. Dynamisk anskaffning av virtuella maskiner enligt behov
l˚ater tja¨nsteleveranto¨rerna hantera fluktuationer i antalet anva¨ndare. An-
skaffning av virtuella maskiner m˚aste dock go¨ras fo¨rsiktigt, eftersom
o¨veranskaffning leder till o¨kad verksamhetskostnad, medan underanskaffn-
ing leder till fo¨rsa¨mrad tja¨nstekvalitet. Da¨rfo¨r ligger huvudfokus i denna
avhandling p˚a kostnadseffektiv anskaffning av virtuella maskiner fo¨r web-
bapplikationer i flera lager och efterfr˚agansstyrd videotranskodning. Fo¨r att
fo¨rhindra att virtuella maskiner blir o¨verbelastade uto¨kas anskaffningen med
en tilltra¨deskontrollsmekanism. Fo¨r att sa¨kersta¨lla effektiv anva¨ndning av
de virtuella maskinerna konsolideras applikationer p˚a underbelastade s˚adana
periodvis. S˚aledes a¨r det fra¨msta problemet kostnadseffektiv anskaffning
av virtuella maskiner uto¨kad med tilltra¨deskontroll och serverkonsolidering.
Denna avhandling so¨ker lo¨sningar fo¨r tv˚a tilla¨mpningar: Webbapplikationer
i flera lager som fo¨ljer bega¨ran-svarsparadigmen och efterfr˚agansstyrd video-
transkodning baserad p˚a videostro¨mmar med mjuka realtidsbegra¨nsningar.
Den fo¨rsta kontributionen a¨r ett kostnadseffektivt tillva¨gag˚angssa¨tt
fo¨r anskaffning av virtuella maskiner fo¨r webbapplikationer i flera lager.
Det fo¨reslagna tillva¨gag˚angssa¨ttet best˚ar av tv˚a delar: Ett reaktivt
tillva¨gag˚angssa¨tt fo¨r anskaffning av virtuella maskiner kallat ARVUE och
en reaktiv-prediktiv hybridmetod kallad Cost-efficient Resource Allocation
for Multiple web applications with Proactive scaling. Den andra kon-
tributionen a¨r ett prediktionsbaserat tillva¨gag˚angssa¨tt fo¨r anskaffning av
virtuella maskiner fo¨r efterfr˚agansstyrd videotranskodning i ett datormoln.
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Fo¨r att fo¨rhindra o¨verbelastning av servrarna har tillva¨gag˚angssa¨tten fo¨r
anskaffning uto¨kats med tilltra¨deskontroll. S˚aledes a¨r den tredje kon-
tributionen sessionsbaserad tilltra¨deskontroll fo¨r webbapplikationer i flera
lager kallad Adaptive Admission Control for Virtualized Application Ser-
vers. P˚a liknande sa¨tt a¨r den fja¨rde kontributionen ett tillva¨gag˚angssa¨tt
fo¨r stro¨mbaserad tilltra¨deskontroll och schemala¨ggning fo¨r efterfr˚agansstyrd
videotranskodning kallat Stream-Based Admission Control and Scheduling.
Den femte kontributionen a¨r en bera¨knings- och lagringsavva¨gningsstrategi
fo¨r kostnadseffektiv videotranskodning i ett datormoln. Den sja¨tte och sista
kontributionen a¨r ett tillva¨gag˚angssa¨tt fo¨r konsolidering av webbapplika-
tioner som anva¨nder Ant Colony System-metoden fo¨r att minimera graden
av underbelastning hos de virtuella maskinerna.
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Research Summary
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the main challenges and opportunities in the field of Software Engi-
neering is to cope with the transition from an industry based on software
as a product to Software as a Service (SaaS) [7]. The field of Software En-
gineering should provide the necessary methods and tools to develop and
deploy new cost-efficient, scalable, reliable, and secure digital services. In
this thesis, we focus on deployment platforms to ensure scalability [60] of
multi-tier web applications and on-demand soft realtime video transcoding
service for different types of load conditions.
Web applications are often deployed in a three-tier computer architec-
ture that consists of client, application, and database tiers [10]. The client
tier runs within the user web browser, while the application server and the
database server tiers run in the remote server infrastructure. Both the ap-
plication and the database tiers are implemented using a computer cluster
to be able to process many user requests simultaneously. In this configu-
ration, a load balancing subsystem distributes the user requests among the
computers in the cluster. Traditionally, these clusters are composed of a
fixed number of computers and are dimensioned to serve a predetermined
maximum number of concurrent users.
A web-based video streaming service is also implemented using a cluster-
based distributed system, which may consist of different types of servers,
such as, video streaming servers and video transcoding servers. A video
transcoding server converts a compressed video from one format to an-
other [93]. It may change video format, bit rate, frame resolution, frame
rate, or any combination of these [66]. Video transcoding is a compute-
intensive operation. For an on-demand video streaming service, it may be
necessary to transcode a large number of videos on-the-fly under soft re-
altime constraints. Transcoding of a large number of simultaneous videos
necessitates a cluster of video transcoding servers.
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds, such as Amazon Elastic Com-
pute Cloud (EC2)1, provide Virtual Machines (VMs) under the pay-per-
use business model. Dynamically provisioning VMs on demand allows IaaS
users to deploy and scale their web applications and video transcoding ser-
vice without requiring to invest into large-scale Information Technology (IT)
infrastructures. With cloud elasticity, it is possible to create a dynamically
scalable cluster of servers consisting of a varying number of VMs. However,
VM provisioning must be done carefully because over-provisioning results
in an increased operational cost, while under-provisioning leads to a sub-
par service, which may violate users’ Quality of Service (QoS) requirements
concerning performance, resulting in a loss of revenue.
Determining the number of VMs to provision for a cluster is an important
problem as the exact number of VMs needed at a specific time depends upon
the user load and the QoS requirements, which are specified in the Service
Level Agreements (SLAs). In this thesis, our main goal is cost-efficient VM
provisioning for multi-tier web applications and video transcoding. More-
over, to prevent provisioned VMs from becoming overloaded, we augment
VM provisioning with an admission control mechanism. For cost-efficiency,
it is also necessary to reduce under-utilization of servers in a cluster. As a
recent study on physical servers showed that the under-utilization of servers
in enterprises is a matter of concern [94]. Under-utilization of VMs can be
reduced by using server consolidation techniques similar to those used in
data centers for power-efficiency [42,77,94].
1.1 Research Questions
The main problem that we intend to tackle is cost-efficient VM provisioning
augmented with server consolidation and admission control on the provi-
sioned VMs. We seek solutions for two types of applications: multi-tier
web applications that follow the request-response paradigm and on-demand
video transcoding that is based on video streams with soft realtime con-
straints. Although there are many similarities between VM provisioning for
web applications and VM provisioning for video transcoding, each one of
them also has its own challenges [9]. Some of the common challenges for
web applications and video transcoding include: ensuring dynamic scaling
under different load conditions, handling VM provisioning delay, preventing
servers from becoming overloaded, making load predictions under soft real-
time constraints, reducing oscillations in the number of provisioned VMs,
and reducing under-utilization of VMs. Moreover, for web application con-
solidation, the main challenge is to reduce both the total number of VMs
and the number of application migrations. Similarly, important challenges
1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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for video transcoding include: preventing transcoding jitters in the admitted
video streams and providing a good trade-off between the computation cost
and the storage cost.
The existing VM provisioning approaches for web-based systems [6, 26,
31,39,48,51,52,57,62,78,79,81,83,99,107,108] tend to use dedicated hosting
on the VM level, where each VM is used exclusively for one particular web
application. However, the main drawback of dedicated hosting is that it pro-
hibits sharing of VM resources among multiple concurrent web applications.
In contrast, the shared hosting [91] of web applications provides improved
VM resource utilization by allowing deployment of multiple web applications
on a VM [13]. Similarly, the existing admission control approaches for web-
based systems [3,29,30,58,76,82,85,95] tend to use the traditional on-off con-
trol and request-based admission. Moreover, most of them rely on rejection
of requests to prevent servers from becoming overloaded. All of the existing
VM provisioning and admission control approaches discussed in this thesis
were originally proposed for web-based systems. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there are currently no existing VM provisioning and admission control
approaches for video transcoding in cloud computing. Similarly, the existing
server consolidation approaches [18,19,33,40–46,54,61,71,72,77,94,96,100]
are used in data centers to consolidate VMs on Physical Machines (PMs).
To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no existing work on consol-
idating multi-tier web applications on VMs. The Research Questions (RQs)
that motivated this thesis are as follows:
• RQ1: How to ensure scalability of multi-tier web applications and on-
demand video transcoding service for different types of load conditions
while providing a good trade-off between performance and cost?
• RQ2: How to cost-efficiently prevent servers from becoming over-
loaded?
• RQ3: How to provide a good trade-off between the computation cost
and the storage cost when using a public IaaS cloud for on-demand
video transcoding?
• RQ4: How to consolidate multi-tier web applications on under-utilized
VMs to reduce under-utilization of the virtualized application servers
in a cloud-based shared hosting environment?
The above RQs are addressed in detail in the original publications in
Part II of the thesis.
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1.2 Overview of Research Contributions
In this thesis, we propose a cost-efficient VM provisioning approach for
multi-tier web applications [2,10,11] and on-demand video transcoding [66].
Moreover, to prevent virtualized servers from becoming overloaded, the pro-
posed VM provisioning approach is augmented with an admission control
mechanism [12, 15]. Similarly, the under-utilization of the virtualized ap-
plication servers is minimized by providing a web application consolidation
approach [16]. We also present a computation and storage trade-off strat-
egy for cost-efficient video transcoding in cloud computing [64, 65]. These
contributions are presented in detail in the original publications in Part II
of the thesis. A brief overview of the main contributions is presented in the
following subsections.
1.2.1 VM Provisioning for Multi-tier Web Applications
As mentioned earlier, determining the number of VMs to provision for a
dynamic cluster of virtualized servers is an important problem as the exact
number of VMs needed at a specific time depends upon the user load and
the QoS requirements. In this thesis, our first contribution is a cost-efficient
VM provisioning approach for multiple multi-tier web applications. The
proposed approach comprises two sub-approaches: a reactive VM provision-
ing approach called ARVUE2 [2, 10] and a hybrid reactive-proactive VM
provisioning approach called Cost-efficient Resource Allocation for Multiple
web applications with Proactive scaling (CRAMP) [11]. ARVUE uses a re-
active feedback control loop to scale multiple web applications on a given
IaaS cloud. Since it is a reactive approach, the VM provisioning decisions
are based on the current and past load conditions. CRAMP is similar to
ARVUE, but it uses a hybrid reactive-proactive control loop.
In comparison to existing solutions, the proposed approach provides au-
tomatic deployment and scaling of multiple simultaneous web applications
on a given IaaS cloud in a shared hosting [91] environment. It monitors and
uses resource utilization metrics and does not require a performance model
of the applications or the infrastructure dynamics. The shared hosting en-
vironment allows us to share VM resources among deployed applications,
reducing the total number of required VMs. Performance under varying
load conditions is guaranteed by automatic adjustment and tuning of the
CRAMP parameters.
2The name ARVUE is not an acronym. It was invented by Marc Englund at Vaadin
Ltd. (https://vaadin.com). According to him, ARVUE is a wordplay on the term our
view.
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1.2.2 VM Provisioning for Video Transcoding
The second contribution of this thesis is a novel VM provisioning approach
for video transcoding in the cloud [66]. The proposed approach uses load
prediction to proactively scale video transcoding service on a given IaaS
cloud. It provides mechanisms for allocation and deallocation of VMs to
a cluster of video transcoding servers in a horizontal fashion. We use a
two-step load prediction method [4, 5], which allows proactive VM provi-
sioning with high prediction accuracy under soft realtime constraints. For
cost-efficiency, our work supports transcoding of multiple on-demand video
streams concurrently on a single VM, resulting in a reduced number of re-
quired VMs. We use video segmentation at Group of Pictures (GOP) level,
which splits video streams into smaller segments that can be transcoded
independently of one another.
1.2.3 Admission Control for Multi-tier Web Applications
Our third contribution is a session-based admission control approach
called adaptive Admission Control for Virtualized Application Servers (AC-
VAS) [12]. ACVAS uses measured and predicted resource utilizations of a
server to make admission control decisions for new user sessions. Instead
of using the traditional on-off control [30], it implements per-session ad-
mission control [76], which reduces the risk of over-admission. Moreover,
instead of relying only on rejection of new sessions, ACVAS takes benefit of
the cloud elasticity to implement a simple session deferment mechanism that
reduces the number of rejected sessions while increasing session throughput.
Thus, compared to existing approaches that tend to rely only on request
rejection, each admission control decision in ACVAS has three possible out-
comes: admit, defer, or reject. Performance under varying load conditions is
guaranteed by automatic adjustment and tuning of the ACVAS parameters.
1.2.4 Admission Control and Scheduling for Video Trans-
coding
For video transcoding, we present a novel admission control approach called
Stream-Based Admission Control and Scheduling (SBACS) [15]. SBACS
uses queue waiting time of transcoding servers to make admission control
decisions for incoming video streams. It implements stream-based admis-
sion control with per-stream admission. To ensure efficient utilization of
the transcoding servers, video streams are segmented at the GOP level. In
addition to the traditional rejection policy, SBACS also provides a stream
deferment policy, which exploits cloud elasticity to allow temporary defer-
ment of the incoming video streams. In other words, the admission controller
can decide to admit, defer, or reject an incoming stream and hence reduce
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the rejection rate. In order to prevent transcoding jitters in the admitted
streams, we introduce a job scheduling mechanism, which may drop a small
proportion of video frames from a video segment to ensure continued delivery
of the video contents to the user.
1.2.5 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategy
Since video transcoding is a compute-intensive operation, transcoding of a
large number of on-demand videos requires a large scale cluster of trans-
coding servers. Moreover, storage of multiple transcoded versions of each
source video requires a large amount of disk space. As mentioned earlier,
IaaS clouds provide VMs for creating a dynamically scalable cluster of ser-
vers. Likewise, a cloud storage service may be used to store a large number
of transcoded videos. Moreover, it may be possible to reduce the total IaaS
cost by trading storage for computation, or vice versa.
We present a novel computation and storage trade-off strategy for cost-
efficient video transcoding in the cloud called cost and popularity score based
strategy [64,65]. The proposed strategy estimates computation cost, storage
cost, and video popularity of individual transcoded videos and then uses this
information to make decisions on how long a video should be stored or how
frequently it should be re-transcoded from a given source video.
1.2.6 Web Application Consolidation using ACO
The under-utilization of VMs becomes more pertinent when a SaaS or a
Platform as a Service (PaaS) provider wants to leverage an IaaS cloud to
cost-efficiently deploy a large number of web applications of varying re-
source needs. The solution to this problem is to create a dynamically
scalable application server tier that manages multiple applications simul-
taneously, while using shared hosting [91] to deploy multiple applications
on a VM [10, 11]. In comparison to the traditional dedicated hosting of
web applications where each VM is used exclusively for one particular web
application, the shared hosting of web applications allows improved VM
utilization by sharing VM resources among multiple concurrent web appli-
cations. However, in a shared hosting environment, dynamic scaling alone
does not minimize over-provisioning of VMs.
We present a novel approach to consolidate multiple web applications
in a cloud-based shared hosting environment [16]. The proposed approach
uses Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [37, 38] to build a web application
migration plan, which is then used to minimize over-provisioning of VMs by
consolidating web applications on under-utilized VMs.
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1.3 Research Settings
The research work presented in this thesis was carried out within the context
of the Cloud Software Program 2010-20133. Cloud Software was a Finnish
research program, whose goal was to significantly improve the competitive
position of the Finnish software-intensive industry in the global markets
in the field of cloud computing. More than 30 Finnish IT companies and
research organizations participated in the program.
The results presented in this thesis are an outcome of the research col-
laborations between A˚bo Akademi University, its academic partner Tampere
University of Technology, and industry partners Vaadin Ltd.4 and Bambuser
AB5.
1.4 Validation of the Research Work
A convenient and quick way of testing new algorithms and solutions involv-
ing complex environments is to write and run software simulations [12]. A
special kind of simulations called discrete-event simulations are most ap-
propriate for simulating and evaluating cluster, grid, and cloud computing
environments and systems [24].
A discrete-event simulation [17] contains a relatively detailed represen-
tation of the internal components of a system and their interactions. It may
represent state variables, events, resources, processes, objects and their at-
tributes, sets, and queues, among others. In comparison to the traditional
mathematical and analytical models that tend to represent a system at a
fixed point in time, a discrete-event simulation is run by a mechanism that
imitates the actual clock time. Moreover, the state variables in a discrete-
event simulation change their values at discrete points in time at which some
events occur. Therefore, discrete-event simulations model the dynamic be-
havior of a system, where the passage of time and the occurrences of events
play important roles.
We have developed discrete-event simulations to validate our proposed
VM provisioning approach for video transcoding (Section 1.2.2), admission
control approach for multi-tier web applications (Section 1.2.3), admission
control and scheduling approach for video transcoding (Section 1.2.4), com-
putation and storage trade-off strategy for video transcoding (Section 1.2.5),
and web application consolidation approach (Section 1.2.6). The evaluation
comprises a series of experiments involving synthetic as well as realistic load
patterns. Moreover, for our VM provisioning approach for multi-tier web
3http://www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org/
4https://vaadin.com
5http://bambuser.com/
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applications (Section 1.2.1), we have developed a prototype implementa-
tion, which has been evaluated in another series of experiments that involve
a synthetic load pattern.
A thorough and sound simulation study consists of a set of steps, such as
problem formulation, model conceptualization, data collection, coding, ver-
ification and validation of the simulation model, experimental design and
setup, simulation runs, and analysis of the results [17]. For the credibility
and acceptability of the simulation results, it is important that these steps
are performed carefully, correctly, and rigorously. Therefore, we took all
necessary steps to ensure the credibility and acceptability of our simulation
results. The problem formulation, model conceptualization, data collection,
and validation of the simulation models were performed with an active par-
ticipation from our industry partners Vaadin Ltd. and Bambuser AB. The
data used in the simulations comprise synthetic as well as realistic load
patterns. The realistic load patterns were used to provide representative
results under real load conditions. Moreover, the synthetic load patterns
were designed to simulate a richer set of scenarios. The experiments were
repeated several times to ensure that they are deterministic. In addition,
each experiment was preceded by a series of preliminary experiments that
were performed to obtain appropriate values for the experiment parame-
ters. Furthermore, in each simulation, the system components and their
interactions were modeled at a relatively lower level of abstraction, which
allowed detailed analyses of the important aspects pertaining to the dynamic
behavior of the system.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The thesis consists of two parts. Part I provides a research summary, while
Part II presents the original publications. Part I consists of five chapters.
Chapter 1 builds motivation of this work and presents RQs, a brief overview
of research contributions, research settings, and our approach to validate
research work. Chapter 2 provides background and discusses important
related works. Chapter 3 presents a summary of the main contributions,
while focusing on the challenges that they address. Chapter 4 provides
a description and organization of the original publications and provides a
mapping between the publications and the RQs. Finally, we present our
conclusions and some future directions in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related
Work
In this chapter, we first provide a brief overview of the background con-
cepts and technologies on which this thesis is based. These include cloud
computing, multi-tier web applications, and video transcoding. Then, we
present the most important related works on VM provisioning approaches,
admission control approaches, computation and storage trade-off strategies,
and consolidation approaches.
2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a relatively new and emerging computing paradigm,
which promises to deliver computing as the fifth utility [22]. It leverages sev-
eral existing concepts and technologies such as data centers, clusters, grids,
and hardware virtualization, among others and gives them a new perspec-
tive and identity. From a business perspective, cloud computing provides
a pay-per-use business model which opens new avenues for the develop-
ment, deployment, and scaling of digital services. The dynamic on-demand
provisioning of computing resources allows companies to deploy their web
applications and web services without requiring an upfront investment into
large-scale IT infrastructures. Moreover, with cloud elasticity, it is possi-
ble to create a dynamically scalable cluster of servers, which scales up and
down based on the prevailing load conditions. A frequently cited paper by
Vaquero et al. [92] presented the following encompassing definition of the
cloud after studying more than twenty different definitions:
Clouds are a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtual-
ized resources (such as hardware, development platforms and/or
services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to
adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum
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resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically exploited
by a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the
Infrastructure Provider by means of customized SLAs [92].
Perhaps, the main distinguishing characteristics of cloud computing are
those enumerated in [14]:
• Computing resources can be purchased on-demand from a seemingly
unlimited supply.
• The capital expenses needed to purchase computing resources upfront
are changed to operational expenses, shifting the capital investment
risk for under or over provisioning to the cloud computing vendor.
• Computing is priced with a pay-as-you-go pricing model, where capac-
ity can be scaled up and down on a short term basis.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has also
emphasized on the elasticity of computing resources in their definition of
cloud computing [73]:
Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable com-
puting resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This
cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three
service models, and four deployment models. [73]
The five essential characteristics in the NIST definition are on-demand
self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and
measured service [73]. The service models are IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. Sim-
ilarly, the deployment models are private cloud, community cloud, public
cloud, and hybrid cloud. Figure 2.1 summarizes the service and deployment
models in cloud computing. It also shows that the three service models can
operate on top of any of the four deployment models [75, 88]. Armbrust et
al. [7] provided an excellent overview of the technology drivers behind cloud
computing. They also discussed the main obstacles and opportunities in
cloud computing.
An IaaS cloud, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS)1, allows its users
to provision processing, storage, network, and other fundamental comput-
ing resources. The users may deploy and run arbitrary software including
operating systems, applications, and web-based services. A PaaS cloud al-
lows its users to deploy and run applications created or tailored according
1http://aws.amazon.com/
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Figure 2.1: Service and deployment models in cloud computing
to the programming languages, frameworks, libraries, tools, and services
supported by the provider, for example, Google App Engine (GAE)2. The
users control their deployed applications. However, they do not control the
underlying operating system, storage, servers, and networks. Similarly, a
SaaS cloud allows its users to use certain applications provided by the cloud
provider. The users may have only a limited control on some user-specific
application configuration settings.
2.2 Multi-tier Web Applications
Web applications are often deployed in a three-tier computer architecture
that consists of client, application, and database tiers [10]. Figure 2.2
presents an overview of the three-tier computer architecture for web appli-
cation deployment. The client tier runs within the user web browser, while
the application server and the database server tiers run in the remote server
infrastructure. Both the application and the database tiers are implemented
using a computer cluster to be able to process many user requests simulta-
neously. In this configuration, a load balancing subsystem distributes the
user requests among the computers in a cluster. Traditionally, these clusters
are composed of a fixed number of computers and are dimensioned to serve
a predetermined maximum number of concurrent users.
With the advent of cloud elasticity, it is now possible to create a dy-
namically scalable cluster of servers consisting of a varying number of VMs.
2https://cloud.google.com/products/app-engine/
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However, VM provisioning must be done carefully because over-provisioning
results in an increased operational cost, while under-provisioning leads to a
subpar service.
2.3 Video Transcoding
Streaming of digital videos is increasingly common among the Internet users.
Video streaming of a large number of videos may require a lot of resources
on the server-side. Therefore, for efficient use of storage and transmission
media, digital videos are often stored and transmitted in compressed for-
mats, such as MPEG-4 [97] and H.264 [98]. Client-side devices that are
used to play videos usually support only a subset of the existing video for-
mats. A video on the server-side may be stored in a different format than
those supported by a target device. Therefore, the video must be converted
into a format that is supported by the target device [86]. The process of
converting a digital video from one compressed format to another is known
as video transcoding [15, 93]. It may change video format, bit rate, frame
size, frame rate, or any combination of these [66].
Video transcoding involves decoding and encoding processes. It is a
compute-intensive process, usually performed at the server-side [63]. Video
transcoding may be done in soft realtime or in batch processing. However,
for an on-demand video streaming service, if the required video is not avail-
able in the desired format, the transcoding needs to be done on-the-fly in
soft realtime [89]. There are different types of video transcoding, for ex-
ample, bit-rate reduction transcoding is used to meet network bandwidth
availability, spatial resolution reduction transcoding is used for display size
adoption, and temporal resolution reduction transcoding is used for frame
rate reduction [28,63,93,101].
A web-based video streaming service is implemented using a cluster-
based distributed system, which may consist of different types of servers,
such as, video streaming servers and video transcoding servers. Since video
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transcoding is a compute-intensive operation, transcoding of a large number
of simultaneous video streams requires a large-scale cluster of transcoding
servers. Moreover, to handle different load conditions in a cost-efficient
manner, the cluster should be dynamically scalable. IaaS clouds provide all
necessary computing resources to create a dynamically scalable cluster of
transcoding servers. However, the main challenge is to devise appropriate
algorithms and mechanisms, which should provide cost-efficient, dynami-
cally scalable video transcoding in the cloud.
Distributed video transcoding with video segmentation at the GOP level
was proposed in [67] and [68]. Jokhio et al. [68] presented bit rate reduction
video transcoding using multiple processing units. In [67], different video
segmentation methods were analyzed to perform spatial resolution reduc-
tion video transcoding. However, in both papers [67, 68], video transcoding
was not performed in the cloud and the VM provisioning problem was not
addressed. In contrast, the main focus of our VM provisioning approach for
video transcoding (Section 3.2) is on VM provisioning algorithms.
Huang et al. [59] presented a cloud-based video proxy to deliver trans-
coded videos for streaming. The main contribution of their work is a mul-
tilevel transcoding parallelization framework. They used Hallsh-based and
Lateness-first mapping to optimize transcoding speed and to reduce trans-
coding jitters. Li et al. [70] proposed a cloud transcoder, which uses a
compute cloud as an intermediate platform to provide transcoding service.
However, none of these papers [59,70] addressed the VM provisioning prob-
lem for video transcoding in cloud computing.
Zhu et al. [109] presented a framework for multimedia cloud computing.
It addresses two perspectives of the multimedia cloud computing namely
multimedia-aware cloud and cloud-aware multimedia. For video transcoding
in the multimedia-aware cloud, they presented a cloud-based video adapta-
tion and transcoding framework. However, they did not address the VM
provisioning problem for soft realtime video streams. Garcia et al. [47] used
a Hadoop-based3 cloud to aid transcoding of media content. Their results
show that the processing power of a Hadoop cluster can greatly reduce en-
coding times. Breitman et al. [21] and Pereira et al. [80] proposed a split
and merge architecture for high performance video processing by generaliz-
ing the MapReduce paradigm [35]. They also considered the use of dynamic
resource provisioning to reduce video encoding times. However, they did not
propose a VM provisioning algorithm for video transcoding in the cloud.
3http://hadoop.apache.org/
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2.4 VM Provisioning Approaches
Most of the existing works on VM provisioning for web-based systems can
be classified into two main categories: plan-based approaches and control
theoretic approaches [39, 78, 79, 83]. Plan-based approaches can be further
classified into workload prediction approaches [6, 48, 81, 107] and perfor-
mance dynamics model approaches [26, 31, 51, 52, 57, 62, 99, 108]. One com-
mon difference between all existing works discussed here and our proposed
VM provisioning approach for multi-tier web applications (Section 3.1) is
that our proposed approach uses shared hosting [13]. Another distinguish-
ing characteristic of our approach is that in addition to VM provisioning
for the application server tier, it also provides dynamic scaling of multiple
web applications. In ARVUE [2, 10], we used shared hosting with reactive
VM provisioning. Moreover, our hybrid reactive-proactive VM provision-
ing approach CRAMP [11] provides improved QoS with prediction-based
VM provisioning. Similarly, a common difference between all of these VM
provisioning approaches and our proposed VM provisioning approach for
video transcoding (Section 3.2) is that they are not designed specifically for
video transcoding in cloud computing. In contrast, our proposed approach
is based on the important performance and VM provisioning metrics for
video transcoding service, such as video play rate and server transcoding
rate. Moreover, it is cost-efficient as it uses a reduced number of VMs for
a large number of video streams, it provides proactive VM provisioning un-
der soft realtime constraints, and it does not depend upon performance and
dynamics of the underlying system.
Ardagna et al. [6] proposed a distributed algorithm for managing SaaS
cloud systems that addresses capacity allocation for multiple heterogeneous
applications. Raivio et al. [81] used proactive resource allocation for short
message services in hybrid clouds. The main drawback of their approach
is that it assumes server processing capacity in terms of messages per sec-
ond, which is not a realistic assumption for the Hypertext Transfer Pro-
tocol (HTTP) and video traffic where different types of requests may re-
quire different amounts of processing time. Zhang et al. [107] introduced a
statistical-based resource allocation approach that performs load balancing
on PMs by predicting VM resource demands. It uses statistical prediction
and available resource evaluation mechanisms to make online resource allo-
cation decisions. Gong et al. [48] presented a predictive resource scaling sys-
tem, which leverages light-weight signal processing and statistical learning
methods to predict resource demands of applications and adjusts resource
allocations accordingly. Nevertheless, the main challenge in the prediction-
based approaches is in making good prediction models that could ensure high
prediction accuracy with low computational cost. In our proposed approach
for multi-tier web applications (Section 3.1), CRAMP uses a two-step load
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prediction method [4, 5] with Exponential Moving Average (EMA) and a
simple linear regression model [12,74], which provides high prediction accu-
racy under soft realtime constraints. Moreover, it gives more or less weight
to the predicted utilizations based on the Normalized Root Mean Square
Error (NRMSE). Similarly, our VM provisioning approach for video trans-
coding (Section 3.2) is a prediction-based approach, which uses the two-step
load prediction method to predict video transcoding rate of the transcoding
servers and then uses this information to provision preemptively.
TwoSpot [99] supports hosting of multiple web applications, which are
automatically scaled up and down in a dedicated hosting environment. The
scaling down is decentralized, which may lead to severe random drops in
performance. Hu et al. [57] presented an algorithm for determining the min-
imum number of required servers, based on the expected arrival rate, service
rate, and SLA. In contrast, our proposed VM provisioning approaches do
not require knowledge about the infrastructure or performance dynamics.
Chieu et al. [31] presented an approach that scales servers for a particular
web application based on the number of active user sessions. However, the
main challenge is in determining suitable threshold values on the number
of user sessions. Carrera et al. [26] presented a utility-based web applica-
tion placement approach to maximize application performance on clusters of
PMs. Iqbal et al. [62] proposed an approach for multi-tier web applications,
which uses response time and Central Processing Unit (CPU) utilization
metrics to determine the bottleneck tier and then scales it by provisioning
a new VM. Calinescu et al. [25] presented a tool-supported framework for
QoS management and optimization of self-adaptive service-based systems.
Zhao et al. [108] addressed the problem of minimizing resource rental cost
for running elastic applications in the cloud while satisfying application-level
QoS requirements. They proposed a deterministic resource rental planning
model, which uses a mixed integer linear program to generate optimal rental
decisions based on fixed cost parameters. They also presented a stochastic
resource rental planning model that explicitly considers the price uncer-
tainty of the Amazon EC2 spot instances in the rental decision making.
However, they did not investigate cloud resource provisioning solutions for
time-varying workloads. Han et al. [52] proposed a reactive resource al-
location approach to integrate VM-level scaling with a more fine-grained
resource-level scaling. Similarly, Han et al. [51] presented a cost-aware,
workload-adaptive reactive scaling approach for multi-tier cloud applica-
tions. In contrast, our VM provisioning approach for video transcoding is a
proactive approach. Moreover, CRAMP supports hybrid reactive-proactive
VM provisioning with proportional and derivative factors to determine the
number of VMs to provision.
Dutreilh et al. [39] and Pan et al. [78] used control theoretic models
to design resource allocation solutions for cloud computing. Dutreilh et al.
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presented a comparison of static threshold-based and reinforcement learning
techniques. Pan et al. used Proportional-Integral (PI)-controllers to provide
QoS guarantees. Patikirikorala et al. [79] proposed a multi-model frame-
work for implementing self-managing control systems for QoS management.
The work is based on a control theoretic approach called the Multi-Model
Switching and Tuning adaptive control. Roy et al. [83] presented a look-
ahead resource allocation algorithm based on the model predictive control.
A common characteristic of the control theoretic approaches is that they de-
pend upon performance and dynamics of the underlying system. In contrast,
our proposed VM provisioning approaches for web applications and video
transcoding do not require any knowledge about the performance models or
infrastructure dynamics.
2.5 Admission Control Approaches
Admission control refers to the mechanism of restricting the incoming user
load on a server in order to prevent it from becoming overloaded. Server
overload prevention is important because an overloaded server fails to main-
tain its performance, which translates into a subpar service (higher response
time and lower throughput) [49]. Thus, if an overloaded server keeps on ac-
cepting new user requests, then not only the new users, but also the existing
users may experience a deteriorated performance.
The existing works on admission control for web-based systems can be
classified according to the scheme presented in Almeida et al. [3]. For in-
stance, Robertsson et al. [82] and Voigt and Gunningberg [95] are control
theoretic approaches, while Huang et al. [58] and Muppala and Zhou [76] use
machine learning techniques. Similarly, Cherkasova and Phaal [30], Almeida
et al. [3], Chen et al. [29], and Shaaban and Hillston [85] are utility-based
approaches.
Almeida et al. [3] proposed a joint resource allocation and admission
control approach for a virtualized platform hosting a number of web appli-
cations, where each VM runs a dedicated web service application. Their
admission control approach uses request-based admission, in which the op-
timization objective is to maximize the provider’s revenue, while satisfying
the customers’ QoS requirements and minimizing the cost of resource uti-
lization. It dynamically adjusts the fraction of capacity assigned to each VM
and limits the incoming workload by serving only the subset of the requests
that maximize profits. It combines a performance model and an optimiza-
tion model. The performance model determines future SLA violations for
each web service class based on a prediction of future workloads. The op-
timization model uses these estimates to make the resource allocation and
admission control decisions.
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Cherkasova and Phaal [30] proposed a Session-Based Admission Con-
trol (SBAC) approach that uses the traditional on-off control. It supports
four admission control strategies: responsive, stable, hybrid, and predictive.
The hybrid strategy tunes itself to be more stable or more responsive based
on the observed QoS. Their proposed approach measures server utilizations
during predefined time intervals. Using these measured utilizations, it com-
putes predicted utilizations for the next interval. If the predicted utilizations
exceed specified thresholds, the admission controller rejects all new sessions
in the next time interval and only serves the requests from already admitted
sessions. Once the predicted utilizations drop below the given thresholds,
the server changes its policy for the next time interval and begins to admit
new sessions again.
Chen et al. [29] proposed Admission Control based on Estimation of
Service times (ACES). It differentiates and admits requests based on the
amount of the processing time required by the individual requests. In ACES,
admission of a request is decided by comparing the available computation
capacity to the predetermined delay bound of the request. The service
time estimation is based on an empirical expression, which is derived from
an experimental study on a real web server. Shaaban and Hillston [85]
proposed Cost-Based Admission Control (CBAC), which uses a congestion
control technique. Rather than rejecting user requests at high load, CBAC
uses a discount-charge model to encourage users to postpone their requests
to less loaded time periods. However, if a user chooses to proceed with the
request in a high load period, an extra charge is imposed. The model is
effective for e-commerce web sites when more users place orders that involve
monetary transactions.
Muppala and Zhou [76] proposed the Coordinated Session-based Admis-
sion Control (CoSAC) approach, which provides SBAC for multi-tier web
applications with per-session admission control. CoSAC also provides coor-
dination among the states of tiers with a machine learning technique using
a Bayesian network. The admission control mechanism differentiates and
admits user sessions based on their type. For example, browsing mix ses-
sion, ordering mix session, and shopping mix session. However, it remains
unclear how it determines the type of a particular session in the first place.
The on-off control in the SBAC approach of Cherkasova and Phaal [30]
turns on or off the acceptance of the new sessions for an entire admission
control interval. Therefore, the admission control decisions are made only
at the interval boundaries and can not be changed within an interval. Thus,
a drawback of the on-off control is that it is highly vulnerable to over-
admission, especially when handling a bursty load, which may result in the
overloading of the servers. To overcome this vulnerability of the on-off con-
trol, CoSAC [76] used per-session admission control. Our proposed admis-
sion control approach for multi-tier web applications, ACVAS (Section 3.3),
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also implements SBAC with per-session admission control [12, 13]. Thus,
it makes an admission control decision for each new session. Similarly, our
proposed admission control and scheduling approach for video transcoding,
SBACS (Section 3.4), implements stream-based admission control with per-
stream admission [15].
Huang et al. [58] proposed admission control schemes for proportional
differentiated services. It applies to services with different priority classes.
The paper proposes two admission control schemes to enable proportional
delay differentiated service at the application level. Each scheme is aug-
mented with a prediction mechanism, which predicts the total maximum
arrival rate and the maximum waiting time for each priority class based on
the arrival rate in the current and last three measurement intervals. When a
user request belonging to a specific priority class arrives, the admission con-
trol algorithm uses the time series predictor to forecast the average arrival
rate of the class for the next interval, computes the average waiting time for
the class for the next interval, and determines if the incoming user request
is admitted to the server. If admitted, the client is placed at the end of the
class queue.
Voigt and Gunningberg [95] proposed admission control based on the
expected resource consumption of the requests, including a mechanism for
service differentiation that guarantees low response time and high through-
put for premium clients. The approach avoids over-utilization of individual
server resources, which are protected by dynamically setting the acceptance
rate of resource-intensive requests. The adaptation of the acceptance rates
(average number of requests per second) is done by using Proportional-
Derivative (PD) feedback control loops. Robertsson et al. [82] proposed an
admission control mechanism for a web server system with control theoretic
methods. It uses a control theoretic model of a G/G/1 system with an ad-
mission control mechanism for nonlinear analysis and design of controller
parameters for a discrete-time PI-controller. The controller calculates the
desired admittance rate based on the reference value of average server uti-
lization and the estimated or measured load situation (in terms of average
server utilization). It then rejects those requests that could not be admitted.
All existing admission control approaches discussed above, except
CBAC [85], have a common shortcoming in that they rely only on request
rejection to avoid server overloading. However, CBAC has its own disadvan-
tages. The discount-charge model of CBAC requires additional web pages
to be included in the web application and it is only effective for e-commerce
web sites that involve monetary transactions. In contrast, we introduce a
simple mechanism to defer user sessions that would otherwise be rejected. In
ACVAS, such sessions are deferred on an entertainment server, which sends a
wait message to the user and then redirects the user session to an application
server as soon as a new server is provisioned or an existing server becomes
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less loaded [12]. However, if the entertainment server also approaches its
capacity limits, the new session is rejected. Therefore, for each new session
request, the admission controller makes one of the three possible decisions:
admit the session, defer the session, or reject the session. Likewise, our
admission control and scheduling approach for video transcoding, SBACS,
provides a stream deferment policy, which exploits the cloud elasticity to
allow temporary deferment of the incoming video streams. In other words,
the admission controller can decide to admit, defer, or reject an incoming
stream and hence reduce the rejection rate [15].
Cherkasova and Phaal [30] defined a simple method for computing the
predicted resource utilization, yielding predicted resource utilizations by as-
signing certain weights to the current and the past utilizations. Muppala
and Zhou [76] used the EMA method to make utilization predictions. Huang
et al. [58] used machine learning techniques called Support Vector Regres-
sion and Particle Swarm Optimization for time-series prediction. Shaaban
and Hillston [85] assumed a repeating pattern of workload over a suitable
time period. Therefore, in their approach, load in a future period is pre-
dicted from the cumulative load of the corresponding previous period. These
related works clearly indicate that admission control augmented with predic-
tion models tends to produce better results. Therefore, ACVAS and SBACS
also use a prediction model. However, for efficient runtime decision making,
it is essential to avoid prediction models which might require intensive com-
putation, frequent updates to their parameters, or (off-line) training. Thus,
ACVAS and SBACS use a two-step approach [4,5], which has been designed
to predict future resource loads under soft realtime constraints. The two-
step approach consists of a load tracker and a load predictor. We use the
EMA method for the load tracker and a simple linear regression model [74]
for the load predictor [12].
2.6 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategies
There are currently only a few works in the area of computation and stor-
age trade-off analysis for cost-efficient usage of cloud resources. Shin and
Koh [87] presented a hybrid scheme to determine an optimal threshold be-
tween the static transcoding (batch processing) and the dynamic transcoding
(soft realtime). However, they did not consider the trade-off between the
computation cost and the storage cost in a cloud environment. One of the
earlier attempts concerning the computation and storage trade-off in cloud
computing include Adams et al. [1], who highlighted some of the important
issues and factors involved in constructing a cost-benefit model, which can
be used to analyze the trade-offs between computation and storage. How-
ever, they did not propose a strategy to find the right balance between
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computation and storage resources. Deelman et al. [36] studied cost and
performance trade-offs for an astronomy application using Amazon EC2 and
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3)4 cost models. They concluded that,
based on the likelihood of the reuse, storing popular datasets in the cloud
can be cost-effective. However, they did not provide a concrete strategy
for cost-effective computation and storage of scientific datasets in the cloud.
Nectar system [50] was designed to automate the management of data and
computation in a data center. It initially stores all the derived datasets
when they are generated. However, when the available disk space falls be-
low a threshold, all obsolete or least-valued datasets are garbage collected
to improve resource utilization. Although Nectar provides a computation
and storage trade-off strategy, it is not designed to reduce the total cost of
computation and storage in a cloud-based service that uses IaaS resources.
Yuan et al. [104] proposed two strategies for cost-effective storage of sci-
entific datasets in the cloud, which compare the computation cost and the
storage cost of the datasets. They also presented a Cost Transitive Tourna-
ment Shortest Path (CTT-SP) algorithm to find the best trade-off between
the computation and the storage resources. Their strategies are called cost
rate based storage strategy [103, 106] and local-optimization based storage
strategy [105]. The cost rate based storage strategy compares computation
cost rate and storage cost rate to decide storage status of a dataset. Whereas,
the local-optimization based storage strategy partitions a Data Dependency
Graph (DDG) of datasets into linear segments and applies the CTT-SP algo-
rithm to achieve a localized optimization. In contrast to the cost rate based
storage strategy [103,106], our proposed trade-off strategy (Section 3.5) es-
timates an equilibrium point on the time axis where the computation cost
and the storage cost of a transcoded video become equal [64,65]. Moreover,
it estimates video popularity of the individual transcoded videos to differ-
entiate popular videos. In our opinion, the DDG-based local-optimization
based storage strategy of Yuan et al. [105] is not much relevant for video
transcoding because video transcoding does not involve a lot of data depen-
dencies.
Kathpal et al. [69] analyzed compute versus storage trade-off for trans-
coded videos. They proposed an elimination metric to decide which trans-
coded videos can be removed from the video repository. However, in con-
trast to our proposed cost and popularity score based strategy, they did
not account for the video popularity score. Moreover, although their results
are also based on Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3, they used relatively short
videos, which comprise up to 60 second video clips.
Most of the existing computation and storage trade-off strategies de-
scribed above were originally proposed for scientific datasets. To the best
4http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
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of our knowledge, there are currently only a few computation and storage
trade-off strategies for video transcoding, such as Kathpal et al. [69] and
our proposed strategy [64, 65]. The difference of the application domain
may play a vital role when determining cost-efficiency of the existing strate-
gies. Therefore, some of the existing strategies may have limited efficacy
and little cost-efficiency for video transcoding.
2.7 Consolidation Approaches and ACO
The existing VM management and consolidation approaches, such as [18,19,
33,40–46,54,61,71,72,77,94,96,100], are used in data centers mainly to min-
imize under-utilization of PMs and to optimize their power-efficiency. The
main idea in these approaches is to use live VM migration [32] to periodically
consolidate VMs so that some of the under-utilized PMs could be released
for termination. In this thesis, we propose to use a similar technique to cost-
efficiently consolidate multiple concurrent third-party web applications in a
cloud-based shared hosting environment [16]. Therefore, a key difference in
our proposed approach (Section 3.6) is that we consolidate applications on
VMs, rather than consolidating VMs on PMs. Thus, our prime concern is
to release some of the under-utilized VMs for termination so that the to-
tal number of provisioned VMs can be reduced without compromising the
overall performance.
Although the web application consolidation problem has certain simi-
larities with the VM consolidation problem, an important difference is that
the application consolidation problem is intrinsically more dynamic. This
is because, based on the user load, web applications keep on changing their
resource demands. On the other hand, the existing VM consolidation ap-
proaches tend to assume that the VMs are static in nature [42], that is, they
do not change their resource demands. Thus, one of the challenges in the
web application consolidation problem is to reduce the computation time of
the consolidation algorithm so that the dynamic nature of web applications
and their changing resource demands can be accommodated.
Since cost-efficient web application consolidation is a NP-hard combi-
natorial optimization problem, we apply a highly adaptive online optimiza-
tion [53] metaheuristic called Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [37,38] to find
a near-optimal solution. ACO is a multi-agent approach to difficult combina-
torial optimization problems, such as, Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
and network routing [37]. It is inspired by the foraging behavior of real ant
colonies. While moving from their nest to the food source and back, ants
deposit a chemical substance on their path called pheromone. Other ants
can smell pheromone and they tend to prefer paths with a higher pheromone
concentration. Thus, ants behave as agents who use a simple form of in-
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direct communication called stigmergy to find better paths between their
nest and the food source. It has been shown experimentally that this simple
pheromone trail following behavior of ants can give rise to the emergence of
the shortest paths [37]. It is important to note here that although each ant
is capable of finding a complete solution, high quality solutions emerge only
from the global cooperation among the members of the colony who concur-
rently build different solutions. Moreover, to find a high quality solution,
it is imperative to avoid stagnation, which is a premature convergence to a
suboptimal solution or a situation where all ants end up finding the same
solution without sufficient exploration of the search space [37]. In ACO
metaheuristic, stagnation is avoided mainly by using pheromone evapora-
tion and stochastic state transitions. There are a number of ant algorithms,
such as, Ant System (AS), Max-Min Ant System (MMAS), and Ant Colony
System (ACS) [37, 38]. ACS [37] improves the performance of AS and is
currently one of the best performing ant algorithms. Therefore, we apply
ACS to the web application consolidation problem.
One of the earlier works on applying ACO to the general resource allo-
cation problem include [102]. They applied ACO to the nonlinear resource
allocation problem, which seeks to find an optimal allocation of a limited
amount of resources to a number of tasks to optimize their nonlinear objec-
tive function. Chaharsooghi and Kermani [27] proposed a modified version
of ACO for multi-objective resource allocation problem. A more recent work
by Feller et al. [42] and Feller et al. [43] applied MMAS to the VM consoli-
dation problem in the context of cloud computing. However, to the best of
our knowledge, currently there are no existing works on using ACO meta-
heuristic to consolidate multiple web applications in a cloud-based shared
hosting environment.
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Chapter 3
Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis, we address the problem of cost-efficient VM provisioning aug-
mented with server consolidation and admission control on the provisioned
VMs. We seek solutions for two types of applications: multi-tier web ap-
plications that follow the request-response paradigm and on-demand video
transcoding that is based on video streams with soft realtime constraints.
Although there are many similarities between VM provisioning for web ap-
plications and VM provisioning for video transcoding, each one of them also
has its own challenges [9].
We present a cost-efficient VM provisioning approach for multi-tier web
applications [2, 8, 10, 11, 13, 23] and on-demand video transcoding [63, 66].
Moreover, to prevent virtualized servers from becoming overloaded, the pro-
posed VM provisioning approach is augmented with an admission control
mechanism [12, 15]. Furthermore, to minimize the under-utilization of the
virtualized application servers, we provide a web application consolidation
approach [16]. We also present a computation and storage trade-off strat-
egy for cost-efficient video transcoding in cloud computing [64, 65]. These
contributions are based on the following set of general assumptions:
• We assume homogenous VMs. For example, small (m1.small) in-
stances from the Amazon EC2 cloud.
• Our proposed algorithms are designed to work with on-demand in-
stances from an IaaS cloud. For instance, Amazon EC2 on-demand
instances.
• Since some contemporary IaaS clouds, such as Amazon EC2, charge
on hourly basis, it is assumed that the VM costing interval is one hour.
Our thesis contributions are presented in detail in the original publica-
tions in Part II of the thesis. This chapter presents a summary of our main
contributions while providing a brief overview of some of the most important
challenges that they address.
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3.1 VM Provisioning for Multi-tier Web Applica-
tions
Our first contribution is a cost-efficient VM provisioning approach for multi-
ple multi-tier web applications. The proposed approach comprises two sub-
approaches: a reactive VM provisioning approach called ARVUE [2,10] and a
hybrid reactive-proactive VM provisioning approach called CRAMP [11,13].
The proposed approach provides automatic deployment and scaling of multi-
ple simultaneous web applications on a given IaaS cloud in a shared hosting
environment. It monitors and uses resource utilization metrics and does
not require a performance model of the applications or the infrastructure
dynamics. The shared hosting environment allows us to share VM resources
among deployed applications, reducing the total number of required VMs.
Performance under varying load conditions is guaranteed by automatic ad-
justment and tuning of the CRAMP parameters.
The main task of the proposed approach is to provision and remove VMs
for the application server tier and to deploy and remove applications from
each VM, in order to maintain a desired QoS. For cost-effectiveness, the
approach supports deployment of multiple simultaneous applications on a
single VM. At any given time, an application may be deployed in zero, one
or more VMs. Popular applications are often deployed in many VMs, while
sporadically used applications may not be deployed at all in order to save
resources. Moreover, due to memory limitations, it is also not possible to
assume that we can deploy all applications in one VM.
Figure 3.1 depicts the system architecture of our proposed VM provi-
sioning, admission control, and consolidation approaches for multi-tier web
applications. It consists of the following components: global controller, ad-
mission controller, application server, local controller, load predictor, appli-
cation repository, cloud provisioner, HTTP load balancer, and entertainment
server. The global controller implements VM provisioning and web applica-
tion consolidation (Section 3.6) algorithms along with the session-to-server
allocation and application-to-server allocation policies [10]. The admission
controller and the entertainment server are part of our admission control
approach for multi-tier web applications called ACVAS (Section 3.3).
An application server instance runs on a dynamically provisioned VM.
Each application server runs multiple web applications in an Open Services
Gateway initiative (OSGi) [90] environment. In such an environment, each
application runs as an OSGi component called a bundle. OSGi also intro-
duces the dynamic component model, which allows dynamic loading and
unloading of bundles. In addition to the web applications, each application
server also runs a local controller and a load predictor. The local controller
monitors and logs server resource utilizations. It also controls the OSGi
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Figure 3.1: System architecture of the proposed VM provisioning, admission
control, and consolidation approaches for multi-tier web applications
environment for loading and unloading of web applications. The load pre-
dictor predicts future load on an application server. It uses current and past
resource utilization data of the server to predict a few steps ahead in the
future. Our load prediction approach consists of a load tracker and a load
predictor [5]. It uses EMA for the load tracker and a simple linear regression
model [74] for the load predictor [11].
Web applications are stored in an application repository, from where
they are loaded onto application servers. The cloud provisioner refers to
the cloud provisioner in an external IaaS cloud, such as the provisioner in
Amazon EC2. While the VM provisioning and termination decisions are
made by the global controller, the actual lower level tasks of starting and
terminating VMs are done by the cloud provisioner. The HTTP requests
are routed through a high performance HTTP load balancer and proxy. For
this, we use HAProxy1, which balances the load of requests for new user ses-
sions among the application servers. For its functions, HAProxy maintains
a configuration file containing information about application servers and ap-
plication deployments on each server. As a result of the VM provisioning
and termination operations, the configuration file is frequently updated with
new information.
The most important characteristics of ARVUE are that it is based on
reactive feedback control [55], it does not depend upon a performance model
of the application or the infrastructure dynamics, it deploys multiple appli-
1http://haproxy.1wt.eu/
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cations per VM, and it provides server level and application level scaling.
CRAMP is similar to ARVUE except that it is based on a hybrid reactive-
proactive control.
3.1.1 VM Provisioning Delay
In practice, it currently takes a few minutes to provision a VM from an
IaaS cloud [10, 11, 34]. Due to this inevitable VM provisioning delay, the
handling of a sudden spike in the incoming user load becomes a challenge.
Some of the strategies that we use to overcome this drawback of IaaS clouds
include provisioning multiple VMs at a time [10, 11], using additional VM
capacity [10,11], and using load prediction to provision preemptively [11].
3.1.2 Hybrid Reactive-Proactive VM Provisioning
Many traditional VM provisioning approaches, such as [10, 31, 57, 62, 99],
use reactive provisioning. However, the primary shortcoming of reactive
provisioning is that it starts a VM provisioning operation only after a sig-
nificant increase in the load is detected [81]. Therefore, the new VMs can
only be used instantly if the VM provisioning was instantaneous [11]. How-
ever, due to the VM provisioning delay, the reactive approach may fail to
handle increased load, especially under sudden load spikes. Alternatively,
some approaches use a prediction of the future load to provision preemp-
tively [6, 81]. In CRAMP [11], we provide a hybrid reactive-proactive ap-
proach for web applications, which assigns certain weights to the reactive and
the proactive provisioning. Nevertheless, the main challenge in prediction-
based approaches is in making predictions with high prediction accuracy
under soft realtime constraints [11]. Therefore, we use a two-step load pre-
diction method [4, 5] with EMA and a simple linear regression model [74],
which predicts a few steps ahead in the future with high prediction accuracy
under soft realtime constraints [12].
3.1.3 Reduced Oscillations in Number of VMs
Another important challenge is to reduce oscillations in the number of provi-
sioned VMs. This is desirable because oscillations in the presence of the in-
evitable VM provisioning delay may lead to a deteriorated performance [10].
Moreover, since some IaaS clouds, such as Amazon EC2, currently charge on
an hourly basis, oscillations in the number of provisioned VMs may result in
a higher provisioning cost [66]. Therefore, we use a few strategies to coun-
teract oscillations in the number of VMs, such as, delaying new provisioning
operations until previous provisioning operations have been realized [10,62]
and terminating only those VMs that were constantly under-utilized for a
longer period of time [10].
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3.1.4 Sharing of VM Resources for Improved Utilization
For cost-efficient VM provisioning to deploy and scale multiple web applica-
tions, the proposed approach should provide a finer deployment granularity
than the smallest VM provided by the contemporary IaaS clouds [11]. This
is especially important when deploying a large number of web applications,
most of which may have very few users, while a few of them may have many
users. Therefore, we use shared hosting, which deploys one or more web
applications on each VM [10, 11]. Moreover, popular applications are often
deployed in many VMs, while sporadically used applications may not be
deployed at all in order to save resources [10]. Thus, instead of provision-
ing at least one full VM per application, shared hosting effectively supports
provisioning a fraction of a VM per application, resulting in a reduced num-
ber of total VMs. The deployment of multiple web application in a shared
hosting environment enables two levels of scaling, namely server-level scal-
ing and application-level scaling [10]. The server-level scaling provisions and
terminates VMs from an IaaS cloud to create a dynamically scalable clus-
ter of servers, whilst the application-level scaling deploys and removes web
applications from each virtualized server.
3.2 VM Provisioning for Video Transcoding
Our second contribution in this thesis is a VM provisioning approach for
video transcoding in the cloud [63, 66]. The proposed VM provisioning ap-
proach uses load prediction to proactively scale video transcoding service on
a given IaaS cloud. It provides mechanisms for allocation and deallocation
of VMs to a cluster of video transcoding servers in a horizontal fashion.
For cost-efficiency, our work supports concurrently transcoding multiple on-
demand video streams on a single VM, resulting in a reduced number of
required VMs.
Figure 3.2 presents the system architecture of our proposed VM provi-
sioning and admission control approaches for video transcoding. It consists
of a streaming server, a video splitter, a video merger, a video repository, a
dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers, a load balancer, a
master controller, an admission controller, an entertainment server, and a
load predictor. The admission controller and the entertainment server are
part of our admission control and scheduling approach for video transcoding
called SBACS (Section 3.4). The video requests and responses are routed
through the streaming server. Since our main focus is on video transcoding,
we assume that the streaming server is not a bottleneck.
The video streams in certain compressed formats are stored in the video
repository. The streaming server accepts video requests from users and
checks if the required video is available in the video repository. If it finds
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the video in the desired format and resolution, it starts streaming the video.
However, if it finds that the requested video is stored only in another for-
mat or resolution than the one desired by the user, it sends the video for
segmentation and subsequent transcoding. Then, as soon as it receives the
transcoded video from the video merger, it starts streaming the video.
After each transcoding operation, the computation and storage trade-off
strategy determines if the transcoded video should be stored in the video
repository or not. Moreover, if a transcoded video is stored, then the trade-
off strategy also determines the duration for which the video should be
stored. Therefore, it allows us to trade computation for storage or vice versa
in order to reduce the total operational cost and to improve performance of
the transcoding service.
The video splitter splits the video streams into smaller segments called
jobs, which are placed into a job queue. The video splitting or segmentation
is performed at the GOP level, where GOPs represent atomic units that can
be transcoded independently of one another [66]. The load balancer employs
a task assignment policy, which distributes the load on the transcoding
servers. In other words, it decides when and to which transcoding server a
transcoding job should be sent. The actual transcoding is performed by the
transcoding servers. A transcoding server runs on a dynamically provisioned
VM. It gets video segments, performs the required transcoding operations,
and returns the transcoded video segments for merging.
The master controller acts as the main controller and the resource allo-
cator. It implements prediction-based dynamic VM allocation and dealloca-
tion algorithms and one or more computation and storage trade-off strate-
gies. For load prediction, the master controller uses the load predictor, which
predicts future load on the transcoding servers. The video merger merges
the transcoded jobs into video streams, which form video responses.
3.2.1 Video Segmentation at GOP Level
As described in Section 3.1.4, improved utilization and sharing of the VM
resources are essential ingredients of a cost-efficient VM provisioning ap-
proach. Therefore, for video transcoding, we use video segmentation at
the GOP level, which splits video streams into smaller segments that can
be transcoded independently of one another [66]. It allows transcoding of
multiple video streams concurrently on a single VM. The sharing of the VM
resources among multiple concurrent video streams improves VM utilization,
which helps in reducing the total number of required VMs.
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Figure 3.2: System architecture of the proposed VM provisioning and ad-
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3.2.2 Proactive VM Provisioning
Our VM provisioning approach for video transcoding is a proactive ap-
proach [63, 66]. It uses a two-step load prediction method [4, 5] with EMA
and a simple linear regression model [74], which allows proactive VM provi-
sioning with high prediction accuracy under soft realtime constraints.
3.2.3 Reduced Oscillations and Conservative Termination
As explained in Section 3.1.3, it is an important challenge to reduce oscilla-
tions in the number of provisioned VMs. Therefore, for video transcoding,
we use two different strategies to counteract oscillations in the number of
VMs. The first strategy delays new provisioning operations until previous
provisioning operations complete and their effect becomes visible in the sys-
tem [62, 66]. Our second strategy calculates the remaining time of each
transcoding server with respect to the completion of the renting period. For
instance, in the case of Amazon EC2, the renting period is one hour. Thus,
our proposed approach terminates a VM only when the VM renting period
approaches its completion and all jobs on the server complete their execu-
tion [63, 66]. Therefore, if a VM is under-utilized, but its renting period is
not close to completion, it will not be terminated.
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3.3 Admission Control for Multi-tier Web Appli-
cations
Admission control is often implemented at the server level. A server with
admission control in place would stop accepting new user requests or ses-
sions when the server approaches its capacity limits. Therefore, overload
prevention relies on rejection of new requests or sessions. Most traditional
admission control approaches implement request-based admission control.
However, some recent approaches, such as [30], use SBAC, which often yields
better results for stateful web applications.
Our third contribution in this thesis is an admission control approach for
multi-tier web applications called ACVAS. It provides SBAC for a dynami-
cally scalable application server tier. Instead of relying only on the rejection
of new user sessions, ACVAS implements a simple mechanism that defers
such sessions and then serves them as soon as possible in the near future.
It implements per-session admission control and uses monitored resource
utilizations to predict a few steps ahead in the future. Then, based on the
measured and predicted utilizations, it computes weighted utilizations. The
weighted utilizations of individual server resources are used to make an ad-
mission control decision for each new session. Performance under varying
load conditions is guaranteed by automatic adjustment and tuning of the
admission control mechanism.
3.3.1 SBAC with Per-Session Admission Control
The SBAC approach in [30] implements on-off control, where acceptance of
new sessions is turned on or off for the entire admission control interval.
Thus, the admission control decisions are made at the interval boundaries,
which can not be changed inside an interval. A drawback of the on-off control
is that it may lead to over-admission, especially when handling a bursty
load, which can result in the overloading of the servers. To overcome this
drawback of the on-off control, CoSAC [76] proposed per-session admission
control. ACVAS also implements SBAC with per-session admission control.
Thus, it makes an admission control decision for each new session.
3.3.2 Session Deferment Mechanism
All existing admission control approaches discussed in Section 2.5, except
CBAC [85], have a common drawback that they rely only on request re-
jection to avoid server overloading. However, the discount-charge model in
CBAC requires additional web pages to be inserted into the web applica-
tion and it is only effective for e-commerce web sites that involve monetary
transactions. Therefore, in ACVAS, we introduce a simple mechanism to
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defer user sessions that would otherwise be rejected. Such sessions are de-
ferred on an entertainment server, which sends a wait message to the user
and then redirects the user session to an application server as soon as a new
server is provisioned or an existing server becomes less loaded. However, if
the entertainment server also approaches its capacity limits, the new session
is rejected. Thus, for each new session request, the admission controller in
ACVAS makes one of the three possible decisions: admit the session, defer
the session, or reject the session.
3.3.3 Automatic Adjustment and Tuning for Better QoS
Schroeder et al. [84] considered automatic adjustment and tuning of the
admission control mechanism to be the most difficult part. The SBAC ap-
proach in [30] used a hybrid policy for automatic adjustment and tuning
of the admission control mechanism. It tries to achieve better QoS and
higher session throughput by using a parameter called admission control
weight, which gives more or less weight to the measured and the predicted
utilizations. In their approach, the weight parameter is adjusted and tuned
based on the number of aborted sessions and the number of refused connec-
tions [30].
For automatic adjustment and tuning of the admission control mech-
anism, ACVAS uses a similar approach as in [30]. However, it adjusts
and tunes the weight parameter based on the following metrics: number of
aborted sessions, number of deferred sessions, number of rejected sessions,
and number of overloaded servers [12].
3.4 Admission Control and Scheduling for Video
Transcoding
As our fourth contribution in this thesis, we present an admission control and
scheduling approach for a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding
servers called SBACS [15]. It provides video stream based admission control
on a per-stream level. SBACS uses queue waiting time of transcoding servers
to make admission control decisions. For preemptive control, it uses a two-
step load prediction approach [4, 5], which predicts queue waiting times
on individual servers. In addition to the traditional load rejection policy,
SBACS also provides a stream deferment policy, which allows temporary
deferment of an arrived stream until a new server is provisioned or an existing
server becomes less loaded. Moreover, to ensure efficient utilization of the
transcoding servers, server resources are shared among admitted streams
by performing video segmentation at the GOP level. The video segments
are then sent to the servers via a load balancer. SBACS also provides a
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job scheduling algorithm, which aims to prevent transcoding jitters in the
admitted streams by possibly dropping a small proportion of video frames to
ensure continued delivery of the video contents to the users. Therefore, the
main tasks of the proposed SBACS approach are to make admission control
and job scheduling decisions for a scalable tier of transcoding servers, in
which each server runs on a VM.
3.4.1 Stream-Based Admission Control with Per-Stream
Admission
Some of the recent admission control approaches for web applications, such
as [12, 76], use SBAC with per-session admission. We present a similar
approach for video streams. SBACS provides stream-based admission con-
trol with per-stream admission, which reduces the risk of over-admission by
making an admission control decision for each incoming video stream.
3.4.2 Stream Deferment Mechanism
Most of the traditional admission control approaches rely only on the load
rejection policy to prevent server overloading. Therefore, as described in
Section 3.3.2, we introduced a simple session deferment mechanism in AC-
VAS [12]. SBACS presents a similar deferment mechanism for video streams,
which would otherwise be rejected. Such streams are deferred on an en-
tertainment server until a new server is provisioned or an existing server
becomes less loaded. However, if the entertainment server also approaches
its capacity limits, the new streams are rejected. Thus, for each new video
stream, the admission controller in SBACS makes one of the three possible
decisions: admit the stream, defer the stream, or reject the stream.
3.4.3 Job Scheduling Based on Queue Waiting Time
In addition to an admission control mechanism, SBACS also features a job
scheduling algorithm. The algorithm uses queue waiting time of individual
transcoding servers to complement admission control and to prevent trans-
coding jitters in the admitted video streams. For overload prevention on
a sufficiently utilized server, it starts dropping a small proportion of video
frames from each subsequent transcoding segment on the server. Likewise,
for preventing jitters in a video stream, it computes the estimated deliv-
ery deadline, the estimated transcoding time, and the estimated response
time of each video segment. If it finds a deadline violation, the violation
is prevented by dropping some video frames in proportion to the degree of
violation.
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3.5 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategy
Video transcoding of a large number of on-demand videos requires a large
scale cluster of transcoding servers. Moreover, storage of multiple trans-
coded versions of each source video requires a large amount of disk space.
IaaS clouds, such as Amazon EC2, currently provide VMs for creating a
dynamically scalable cluster of servers. Likewise, a cloud storage service,
such as Amazon S3, may be used to store a large number of transcoded
videos. However, the exact number of VMs and the exact amount of stor-
age needed at a specific time depend upon the incoming load from service
users and their performance requirements. Moreover, it may be possible to
reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for computation, or vice versa.
Therefore, finding a cost-efficient computation and storage trade-off strategy
for video transcoding in cloud computing is an important problem. In this
thesis, we investigate the computation and storage cost trade-off for video
transcoding in the cloud and present a cost-efficient strategy called cost and
popularity score based strategy [64,65]. The objective is to reduce the total
IaaS cost of the dynamically scalable on-demand video transcoding service
by trading storage for computation, or vice versa. The proposed strategy
estimates computation cost, storage cost, and video popularity of individual
transcoded videos and then uses this information to make decisions on how
long a video should be stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded
from a given source video.
In an on-demand video transcoding service, the source videos are usually
high quality videos that comprise the primary datasets. Therefore, irrespec-
tive of their computation and storage costs, they are never deleted from the
video repository. The transcoded videos, on the other hand, are the de-
rived datasets that can be regenerated on-demand from their source videos.
Therefore, they should only be stored in the video repository when it is
cost-efficient to store them. Thus, the proposed strategy is only applicable
to the transcoded videos. In other words, since the computation and the
storage costs of the source videos are not relevant, the proposed strategy is
based only on the computation and storage costs of the transcoded videos.
3.5.1 Computation and Storage Costs
In cloud computing, the computation cost is essentially the cost of using
VMs, which is usually calculated on an hourly basis. The storage cost, on
the other hand, is often computed on a monthly basis. The computation
cost of a transcoded video depends on its transcoding time and on how often
the video is re-transcoded. Thus, if a video is frequently re-transcoded, the
computation cost would increase rapidly. On the other hand, the storage
cost of a transcoded video depends on the length of the storage duration and
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the video size on disk. Therefore, it increases gradually with the passage
of time. The longer the duration, the higher the cost. Thus, our proposed
strategy estimates an equilibrium point on the time axis where the compu-
tation cost and the storage cost of a transcoded video become equal. This
estimated equilibrium point indicates the minimum duration for which the
video should be stored in the video repository. Figure 3.3 shows that if a
video is transcoded once and stored in the video repository, then initially the
computation cost is higher than the storage cost. However, with the passage
of time, the storage cost continues to increase until it becomes equal to the
computation cost and then it grows even further unless the video is removed
from the video repository. Thus, if the video is deleted before its estimated
equilibrium point and then it is subsequently requested, the computation
cost will increase due to unnecessary re-transcoding. Likewise, if the video
is stored beyond its estimated equilibrium point and then it does not receive
a subsequent request, the storage cost will increase unnecessarily.
3.5.2 Video Cost and Popularity Score
In an on-demand video streaming service, each transcoded video may be
requested and viewed a number of times. Frequently viewed, popular videos
receive a lot of requests. While, sporadically viewed, less popular videos
get only a few requests. For cost-efficient storage, it is essential to use
an estimate of the popularity of the individual transcoded videos. This
information can then be used to determine the exact duration for which
a video should be stored in the video repository. Therefore, the proposed
strategy accounts for the popularity of individual transcoded videos. It uses
the estimated computation cost, the estimated storage cost, and the video
popularity information to calculate a cost and popularity score for each
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transcoded video. The higher the score the longer the video is stored in
the video repository. Thus, with the incorporation of the video cost and
popularity score, it becomes justifiable to store popular transcoded videos
beyond their estimated equilibrium point. In other words, it differentiates
popular videos that should be stored for a longer duration.
3.6 Web Application Consolidation using ACO
The under-utilization of VMs becomes more pertinent when a SaaS or a PaaS
provider wants to leverage an IaaS cloud to cost-efficiently deploy a large
number of web applications of varying resource needs. The solution to this
problem is to create a dynamically scalable application server tier that man-
ages multiple applications simultaneously, while using shared hosting [91] to
deploy multiple applications on a VM [10,11]. A similar fine-grained resource
sharing approach was used in Mesos [56]. However, it provides a platform
for multiple cluster computing frameworks rather than web applications.
Moreover, dynamic scaling [10, 11] alone does not guarantee cost-efficient
deployment. Figure 3.4 presents a simple hypothetical scenario to motivate
the need to consolidate multiple web applications in a cloud-based shared
hosting environment. Each application server in Figure 3.4 runs multiple
web applications. Moreover, some applications run on multiple servers. It
is assumed that due to some significant load variations, application server
2 and application server 3 have become under-utilized. The under-utilized
servers in such a scenario may continue to remain under-utilized for several
hours, days, or even weeks unless there is a significant increase in their load
or some new web applications are deployed on them. Thus, it is difficult to
provide cost-efficient deployment and scaling of multiple web applications
in a cloud-based shared hosting environment without consolidation of web
applications on under-utilized VMs.
As our sixth contribution in this thesis, we present a novel approach
to consolidate multiple web applications in a cloud-based shared hosting
environment [16]. We propose an application consolidation algorithm that
uses a metaheuristic [20, 53] called ACO [37, 38] to build a web application
migration plan, which is then used to minimize over-provisioning of VMs by
consolidating web applications on under-utilized VMs.
3.6.1 Shared Hosting of Web Applications
In our cloud-based shared hosting approach, each virtualized application
server runs multiple Java Servlet-based web applications in the same Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) [2, 10, 11]. However, since Java lacks some impor-
tant features needed to safely run multiple third-party web applications in
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Application Server 1
Web App 1 (30%)
Web App 3 (40%)
Web App 2 (20%)
Unused capacity (10%)
Application Server 2
Web App 2 (20%)
Unused capacity (60%)
Application Server 3
Web App 3 (30%)
Web App 4 (20%)
Unused capacity (50%)
Web App 5 (20%)
Application Server 1 Application Server 2 Application Server 3
Figure 3.4: A simple example to motivate the need to consolidate multiple
web applications in a cloud-based shared hosting environment
one JVM, Aho et al. [2] extended and used a widely adapted OSGi specifica-
tion [90], which partly addresses this problem. Therefore, in this way, shared
hosting enables safe deployment of multiple concurrent third-party web ap-
plications on each virtualized application server. Thus, in our approach, each
application server runs multiple web applications in an OSGi [90] environ-
ment, where each application runs as an OSGi component called a bundle.
OSGi also introduces the dynamic component model, which allows dynamic
loading and unloading of bundles. In addition to the web applications, each
application server also runs a local controller, as shown in Figure 3.1. The
local controller controls the OSGi environment for loading and unloading of
web applications. Web applications are stored in an application repository,
from where they are loaded onto application servers.
3.6.2 Objective Function
The output of the application consolidation algorithm is a migration plan,
which, when enforced, would result in a reduced set of VMs needed to host
all web applications without compromising their performance. Thus, the
objective function for the proposed algorithm is defined in terms of number
of released VMs [16]. Moreover, it prefers larger migration plans because
with a large set of web applications in a shared hosting environment, each
VM typically hosts a number of applications, which makes it less likely to
find a feasible solution with a smaller migration plan. Later on, when a
migration plan is enforced, we apply a constraint which reduces the number
of actual migrations by restricting migrations to only those VMs that are
not included in the set of released VMs.
3.6.3 Stochastic State Transition Rule
In our proposed cloud-based shared hosting environment [16], each virtu-
alized application server hosts one or more web applications from the set
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of applications. Moreover, since frequently used applications are often con-
currently run on multiple VMs, if a particular application is concurrently
hosted by two VMs, then each of its deployments is considered a different
application instance. An application instance not only contains a web ap-
plication, but also the user sessions that belong to it. Furthermore, for the
sake of application migration, each VM is a potential source VM. Both the
source VM and the application instance are characterized by their resource
utilizations, such as CPU load average and memory utilization. Likewise,
an application instance can be migrated to any other VM. Therefore, ev-
ery other VM is a potential destination VM, which is also characterized by
its resource utilizations. Thus, the proposed ACO-based algorithm makes
a set of tuples, where each tuple consists of three elements: source VM,
application instance, and destination VM.
Unlike the TSP, there is no notion of a path in the application consoli-
dation problem. Therefore, ants deposit pheromone on the tuples. Each ant
uses a stochastic state transition rule to choose the next tuple to traverse.
The state transition rule in ACS is called the pseudo-random-proportional-
rule [38]. It prefers tuples with a higher pheromone concentration and which
result in a higher number of released VMs [16].
3.6.4 Global and Local Pheromone Trail Evaporation Rules
In addition to the stochastic state transition rule, ACS also uses a global
and a local pheromone trail evaporation rule. The global pheromone trail
evaporation rule is applied towards the end of an iteration after all ants
complete their migration plans. On the other hand, the local pheromone
trail update rule is applied on a tuple when an ant traverses the tuple while
making its migration plan.
The pseudo-random-proportional-rule in ACS and the global pheromone
trail update rule are intended to make the search more directed. Therefore,
the ants try to search other high quality solutions in a close proximity of
the thus far global best solution. On the other hand, the local pheromone
trail update rule complements exploration of other high quality solutions
that may exist far from the thus far global best solution. This is because
whenever an ant traverses a tuple and applies the local pheromone trail
update rule, the tuple looses some of its pheromone and thus becomes less
attractive for other ants. Therefore, it helps in avoiding stagnation where all
ants end up finding the same solution or where they prematurely converge
to a suboptimal solution.
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Chapter 4
Description of Papers
This chapter presents a summary of the original publications presented in
Part II of this thesis along with a description of the author’s contribution
in each publication. It also provides a mapping between the RQs posed in
Section 1.1 and the individual publications in Part II. Finally, it presents a
discussion on how the original publications relate to one another.
4.1 Overview of Original Publications
This thesis is a collection of 8 original publications, which are referred to in
the text by their roman numerals. In this section, we present a summary of
the individual publications while highlighting the author’s contribution in
each publication.
4.1.1 Paper I: Feedback Control Algorithms to Deploy and
Scale Multiple Web Applications per Virtual Machine
Paper I presents our reactive VM provisioning approach for multi-tier web
applications called ARVUE. It provides automatic deployment and scaling
of multiple simultaneous web applications on a given IaaS cloud in a shared
hosting [91] environment. The main task of the proposed approach is to
provision and remove VMs for the application server tier and to deploy and
remove applications from each VM, in order to maintain a desired QoS in a
cost-efficient manner. Therefore, our main contribution in this paper is feed-
back control algorithms for scaling up and scaling down of the application
server tier. It also provides algorithms for scaling individual web applica-
tions up and down. The results presented in this paper are based on our
prototype implementation. However, since the objective of the experimental
evaluation was to provide only a proof-of-concept, the paper did not provide
a comparison of the results with other approaches.
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Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed by the author in a close collaboration with coauthors Benjamin
Byholm and Joonas Lehtinen under the guidance of Professor Ivan Porres.
Adnan Ashraf is the main author of this paper. The paper also incorporates
some ideas of coauthor Joonas Lehtinen, such as, the idea of deploying mul-
tiple Java Servlet-based web applications in the same JVM. The ARVUE
prototype was jointly developed by Niclas Snellman, Thomas Fors, and Ben-
jamin Byholm at A˚bo Akademi University and Marc Englund at Vaadin Ltd.
4.1.2 Paper II: A Session-Based Adaptive Admission Con-
trol Approach for Virtualized Application Servers
Paper II presents our session-based adaptive admission control approach for
virtualized application servers called ACVAS. Instead of using the tradi-
tional on-off control, ACVAS implements per-session admission, which re-
duces the risk of over-admission. Moreover, instead of relying only on re-
jection of new sessions, it takes benefit of the cloud elasticity to implement
a simple session deferment mechanism that reduces the number of rejected
sessions while increasing session throughput. Therefore, our main contribu-
tion in this paper is an admission control algorithm to prevent virtualized
application servers from becoming overloaded. Moreover, we extended the
two-step load prediction method proposed by Andreolini et al. [5] to use a
simple linear regression model [74] for load prediction. The results presented
in this paper are based on our discrete-event simulations. We also provide
a comparison of the results with an existing session-based adaptive admis-
sion control approach [30], which uses on-off control and does not provide a
session deferment mechanism.
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed by the author under the guidance of Professor Ivan Porres. Adnan
Ashraf is the main author of this paper. The discrete-event simulations were
also developed by Adnan Ashraf. Coauthor Benjamin Byholm derived the
traces from the IRCache1 project access logs and analyzed them to obtain
the realistic load pattern used in the second experiment.
4.1.3 Paper III: CRAMP: Cost-Efficient Resource Alloca-
tion for Multiple Web Applications with Proactive
Scaling
Paper III presents our hybrid reactive-proactive VM provisioning approach
called CRAMP. CRAMP is similar to ARVUE except that it is based on a
hybrid reactive-proactive control. Therefore, this paper extends the scaling
up and scaling down algorithms of Paper I with the extended two-step load
1http://www.ircache.net/
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prediction method of Paper II. The results presented in this paper are based
on our prototype implementation. We also provide a comparison of the
results with our reactive VM provisioning approach in Paper I.
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed by the author under the guidance of Professor Ivan Porres. Adnan
Ashraf is the main author of this paper. The paper also incorporates some
ideas of coauthor Benjamin Byholm, such as, the idea of using NRMSE to
compute weighted load average. The CRAMP prototype was developed by
Benjamin Byholm.
4.1.4 Paper IV: Prediction-Based Dynamic Resource Allo-
cation for Video Transcoding in Cloud Computing
Paper IV presents our VM provisioning approach for video transcoding in
the cloud. It provides mechanisms for allocation and deallocation of VMs to
a cluster of video transcoding servers in a horizontal fashion. Therefore, our
main contribution in this paper are prediction-based dynamic VM allocation
and deallocation algorithms for video transcoding. The proposed algorithms
use our extended two-step load prediction method of Paper II to predict the
total transcoding rate of all transcoding servers. The results presented in
this paper are based on our discrete-event simulations. However, since the
objective of the experimental evaluation was to provide only a proof-of-
concept, the paper did not provide a comparison of the results with other
approaches.
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed jointly by coauthors Fareed Ahmed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf.
The discrete-event simulations were developed by Adnan Ashraf. The paper
was written jointly by coauthors Fareed Ahmed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf
under the guidance of Dr. Se´bastien Lafond, Professor Ivan Porres, and
Professor Johan Lilius.
4.1.5 Paper V: Stream-Based Admission Control and Sched-
uling for Video Transcoding in Cloud Computing
Paper V presents our admission control and scheduling approach for video
transcoding called SBACS. SBACS implements stream-based admission con-
trol with per-stream admission. It uses queue waiting time of transcoding
servers to make admission control decisions for incoming video streams. In
addition to the traditional rejection policy, SBACS also provides a stream
deferment policy, which exploits cloud elasticity to allow temporary defer-
ment of the incoming video streams. In order to prevent transcoding jitters
in the admitted streams and to ensure continued delivery of the video con-
tents to the user, we introduce a job scheduling mechanism, which uses
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temporal resolution reduction. Therefore, our main contributions in this
paper are admission control and job scheduling algorithms for video trans-
coding in the cloud. The results presented in this paper are based on our
discrete-event simulations. However, since the objective of the experimental
evaluation was to provide only a proof-of-concept, the paper did not provide
a comparison of the results with other approaches.
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed jointly by coauthors Adnan Ashraf and Fareed Ahmed Jokhio.
Adnan Ashraf is the main author of this paper. The discrete-event simula-
tions were also developed by Adnan Ashraf. The paper was written jointly
by coauthors Adnan Ashraf and Fareed Ahmed Jokhio under the guidance
of Dr. Se´bastien Lafond, Professor Ivan Porres, and Professor Johan Lilius.
4.1.6 Paper VI: A Computation and Storage Trade-Off
Strategy for Cost-Efficient Video Transcoding in the
Cloud
Paper VI investigates the computation and storage cost trade-off for video
transcoding in the cloud and presents a cost-efficient strategy called cost and
popularity score based strategy. The proposed strategy estimates computa-
tion cost, storage cost, and video popularity of individual transcoded videos
and then uses this information to make decisions on how long a video should
be stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from a given source
video. The results presented in this paper are based on our discrete-event
simulations. We also provide a comparison of the results with two intuitive
computation and storage trade-off strategies called store all strategy and
usage based strategy [104].
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed jointly by coauthors Fareed Ahmed Jokhio, Adnan Ashraf, and
Se´bastien Lafond. The paper was written jointly by coauthors Fareed
Ahmed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf under the guidance of Dr. Se´bastien
Lafond, Professor Ivan Porres, and Professor Johan Lilius.
4.1.7 Paper VII: Cost-Efficient Dynamically Scalable Video
Transcoding in Cloud Computing
Paper VII extends the works presented in Paper IV and Paper VI and pro-
vides an extended evaluation. It improves the VM provisioning algorithm of
Paper IV by taking into account the average queue length of the transcoding
servers. Similarly, it extends the cost and popularity score based strategy
of Paper VI by providing an algorithm to calculate the cost and popularity
score and an algorithm to decrement the score of an unpopular video and
finally remove the video from the video repository. The results presented in
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this paper are based on our discrete-event simulations. We also provide a
comparison of the results with two intuitive computation and storage trade-
off strategies called store all strategy and usage based strategy [104].
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was
developed jointly by coauthors Fareed Ahmed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf.
The paper was also written jointly by coauthors Fareed Ahmed Jokhio and
Adnan Ashraf under the guidance of Dr. Se´bastien Lafond, Professor Ivan
Porres, and Professor Johan Lilius.
4.1.8 Paper VIII: Using Ant Colony System to Consolidate
Multiple Web Applications in a Cloud Environment
Paper VIII presents a novel approach to consolidate multiple web applica-
tions in a cloud-based shared hosting environment. It uses a metaheuris-
tic [20,53] approach called ACO [37,38] to build a web application migration
plan, which is then used to minimize over-provisioning of VMs by consolidat-
ing web applications on under-utilized VMs. Therefore, our main contribu-
tion in this paper is a web application consolidation algorithm to minimize
over-provisioning of VMs in a cloud-based shared hosting environment. The
results presented in this paper are based on our discrete-event simulations.
We also provide a comparison of the results with a baseline, greedy applica-
tion consolidation approach, which is based on an extension of our previous
works in Paper I and Paper III.
Author’s contribution: The main idea presented in this paper was de-
veloped by the author under the guidance of Professor Ivan Porres. Adnan
Ashraf is the main author of this paper. The discrete-event simulations were
also developed by Adnan Ashraf. Benjamin Byholm at A˚bo Akademi Uni-
versity derived the traces from the IRCache project access logs and analyzed
them to obtain the realistic load pattern used in the second experiment.
4.2 Discussion
Table 4.1 presents a mapping between the RQs posed in Section 1.1 and the
original publications in Part II of this thesis. RQ1 concerns the problem
of ensuring scalability of multi-tier web applications and on-demand video
transcoding service for different types of load conditions while providing
a good trade-off between performance and cost. This RQ is addressed in
Paper I, Paper III, Paper IV, and Paper VII. Paper I provides a reactive dy-
namic scaling approach for multi-tier web applications. Paper III improves
the work presented in Paper I and presents a hybrid reactive-proactive dy-
namic scaling approach for multi-tier web applications. Similarly, Paper IV
provides a prediction-based dynamic scaling approach for video transcoding
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Table 4.1: Mapping between RQs and original publications
RQs Publications
RQ1 Paper I, Paper III, Paper IV, and Paper VII
RQ2 Paper II and Paper V
RQ3 Paper VI and Paper VII
RQ4 Paper VIII
service. Paper VII extends the work presented in Paper IV by taking into
account the average queue length of the transcoding servers.
RQ2 pertains to the problem of cost-efficiently preventing servers from
becoming overloaded. This RQ is addressed in Paper II and Paper V. Paper
II presents a session-based adaptive admission control approach for multi-
tier web applications. Similarly, Paper V provides a stream-based admission
control and scheduling approach for video transcoding service.
RQ3 seeks a strategy to provide a good-tradeoff between the computation
cost and the storage cost when using a public IaaS cloud for on-demand video
transcoding. This RQ is addressed in Paper VI and Paper VII. Paper VI
presents a computation and storage trade-off strategy for cost-efficient video
transcoding in the cloud. Paper VII extends the work presented in Paper
VI and provides an extended evaluation. It also provides an algorithm to
calculate the cost and popularity score and an algorithm to decrement the
score of an unpopular video and finally remove the video from the video
repository.
RQ4 concerns the problem of dynamic consolidation of multi-tier web
applications on under-utilized VMs to reduce under-utilization of the virtu-
alized application servers in a cloud-based shared hosting environment. This
RQ is addressed in Paper VIII. It presents a novel approach to consolidate
multiple web applications on under-utilized VMs.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship among the original publications
presented in Part II of this thesis. Paper I provides our reactive VM pro-
visioning approach for multi-tier web applications called ARVUE. Paper II
augments ARVUE with a session-based adaptive admission control approach
for multi-tier web applications called ACVAS. It also extends the two-step
load prediction method proposed by Andreolini et al. [5] to use a simple
linear regression model [74] for load prediction. Paper III extends ARVUE
with the extended two-step load prediction method of Paper II and presents
a hybrid reactive-proactive VM provisioning approach called CRAMP. Pa-
per IV provides our prediction-based VM provisioning approach for video
transcoding in the cloud. Paper V presents a stream-based admission control
and scheduling approach for video transcoding called SBACS. It provides an
admission control algorithm for video transcoding servers and a job sched-
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Figure 4.1: Relationship among original publications
uling algorithm for video segments. Paper VI provides a computation and
storage trade-off strategy for video transcoding in the cloud. Paper VII
extends the works presented in Paper IV and Paper VI, provides two new
algorithms, and presents an extended evaluation. Paper VIII uses ACS to
consolidate multiple web applications on under-utilized VMs.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The main problem that we addressed in this thesis is cost-efficient Virtual
Machine (VM) provisioning augmented with server consolidation and ad-
mission control on the provisioned VMs. We sought solutions for two types
of applications: multi-tier web applications that follow the request-response
paradigm and on-demand video transcoding that is based on video streams
with soft realtime constraints.
For multi-tier web applications, we presented a reactive VM provisioning
approach called ARVUE and a hybrid reactive-proactive VM provisioning
approach called Cost-efficient Resource Allocation for Multiple web appli-
cations with Proactive scaling (CRAMP). These approaches provide auto-
matic deployment and scaling of multiple simultaneous web applications on
a given Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud in a shared hosting environ-
ment. The main task of the proposed approaches is to provision and remove
VMs for the application server tier and to deploy and remove applications
from each VM, in order to maintain a desired Quality of Service (QoS) in a
cost-efficient manner. The results from ARVUE and CRAMP are based on
our prototype implementation. We also provided a comparison of the results
between ARVUE and CRAMP using the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) cloud. The results showed that both ARVUE and CRAMP pro-
vide good performance in terms of number of VMs and memory utilization.
When compared to the dedicated hosting approaches, the shared hosting of
web applications in ARVUE reduced the total VM provisioning cost up to
36%. Moreover, CRAMP provided significantly better performance in terms
of average response time and Central Processing Unit (CPU) load average.
In contrast to the reactive VM provisioning approach of ARVUE, the hy-
brid reactive-proactive VM provisioning approach of CRAMP reduced the
average response time up to 56% and the maximum CPU load average up
to 69%.
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For dynamically scalable on-demand video transcoding in the cloud, we
proposed a prediction-based VM provisioning approach. It provides a mech-
anism to create a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers
by provisioning VMs from an IaaS cloud. The proposed approach is demon-
strated in a discrete-event simulation. The results indicated that it provides
cost-efficient VM provisioning for transcoding a large number of on-demand
video streams. The sharing of the VM resources among multiple streams
resulted in a reduced number of total VMs. The proposed algorithms did
not produce unnecessary oscillations in the number of VMs, which was also
desirable for cost-efficiency.
To prevent virtualized application servers from becoming overloaded,
we augmented ARVUE with a session-based admission control approach
called adaptive Admission Control for Virtualized Application Servers (AC-
VAS). ACVAS uses per-session admission, which reduces over-admission.
It also implements a simple session deferment mechanism, which decreases
the number of rejected sessions. The proposed approach is demonstrated in
a discrete-event simulation. We also provided a comparison of the results
between ACVAS and an existing session-based adaptive admission control
approach, which uses on-off control and does not provide a session deferment
mechanism. The results showed that ACVAS provides a good trade-off be-
tween the number of VMs used and the QoS requirements. In comparison
with the alternative admission control approach, ACVAS provided signifi-
cant improvements in terms of server overload prevention. It also outper-
formed the alternative approach in reducing the number of rejected sessions.
Similarly, to prevent virtualized video transcoding servers from becom-
ing overloaded, we presented an admission control and scheduling approach
called Stream-Based Admission Control and Scheduling (SBACS). It im-
plements stream-based admission control with per-stream admission. In
addition to the traditional rejection policy, SBACS also provides a stream
deferment policy. It also features a job scheduling algorithm, which com-
plements admission control and prevents transcoding jitters in the admitted
streams. The proposed approach is demonstrated in a discrete-event simu-
lation. The results showed that SBACS provides a good trade-off between
cost and QoS. It prevents servers from becoming overloaded, reduces over-
admission, reduces rejected streams, and reduces transcoding jitters in the
admitted streams while dropping only a small proportion of the video frames.
We also presented a computation and storage trade-off strategy for cost-
efficient video transcoding in cloud computing. The proposed strategy es-
timates the computation cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity
information of individual transcoded videos and then uses this information
to make decisions on how long a video should be stored or how frequently
it should be re-transcoded from a given source video. The proposed ap-
proach is demonstrated in a discrete-event simulation. We also provided a
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comparison of the results with two intuitive computation and storage trade-
off strategies called store all strategy and usage based strategy. The results
indicated that our proposed strategy is more cost-efficient than the two intu-
itive strategies. It provided significant improvements in terms of the storage
cost and the total cost.
Our sixth and last contribution in this thesis is a novel web application
consolidation approach, which minimizes under-utilization of virtualized ap-
plication servers in a cloud-based shared hosting environment. It uses Ant
Colony System (ACS) to build a web application migration plan, which is
then used to minimize over-provisioning of VMs by consolidating web appli-
cations on under-utilized VMs. The proposed approach is demonstrated in a
discrete-event simulation. We also provided a comparison of the results with
a baseline, greedy application consolidation approach, which is based on an
extension of our VM provisioning algorithms in ARVUE and CRAMP. The
results showed that the proposed approach provides a more cost-efficient
solution for web application consolidation in a cloud-based shared hosting
environment. In comparison with the baseline approach, it provided signifi-
cant improvements in terms of the total number of VM hours, reducing the
total VM provisioning cost up to 28%.
5.1 Future Work
Important research directions for our future work include investigating
search based software engineering and machine learning approaches to im-
prove and optimize the proposed VM provisioning and admission control
approaches. Moreover, for our proposed web application consolidation ap-
proach, we used a single-objective ACS algorithm. However, the web appli-
cation consolidation problem may as well be viewed as a multi-objective com-
binatorial optimization problem with two objectives: maximize the number
of released VMs and minimize the number of application migrations. There-
fore, one of our future goals is to formulate the web application consolidation
problem as a multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem and then
apply a multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm to solve
it. Furthermore, investigating other metaheuristic approaches for the web
application consolidation problem is also part of our future work.
The results presented in this thesis are promising, but are mostly based
on relatively small experiments. Therefore, one of our future goals is to
conduct larger and more realistic experiments to fully realize the benefits
and limitations of the proposed approaches.
Our proposed VM provisioning, admission control, and consolidation
approaches use a centralized controller, which may restrict the scalability of
the proposed algorithms. The centralized control in our proposed approaches
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also lacks fault-tolerance. We intend to address these issues in the future.
One of the most intuitive ways to improve scalability and fault-tolerance of
the proposed algorithms is to use a distributed controller. Therefore, we
intend to replace the centralized controller with a distributed controller.
The ARVUE and CRAMP prototype implementations presented in this
thesis implement our proposed reactive and hybrid reactive-proactive VM
provisioning approaches for multi-tier web applications. However, the pro-
posed session-based admission control approach ACVAS and the ACS-based
web application consolidation approach are currently implemented only in
discrete-event simulations. Therefore, our future work includes implement-
ing and testing ACVAS and our proposed web application consolidation
approach on the ARVUE and CRAMP prototype implementations.
Other interesting lines of future work include implementing and testing a
prototype for our proposed prediction-based VM provisioning approach for
on-demand video transcoding. Similarly, prototype implementations of our
proposed stream-based admission control approach SBACS and our compu-
tation and storage trade-off strategy for video transcoding are part of our
future work.
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ACES Admission Control based on Estimation of Service times
ACO Ant Colony Optimization
ACS Ant Colony System
ACVAS adaptive Admission Control for Virtualized Application Servers
AS Ant System
AWS Amazon Web Services
CBAC Cost-Based Admission Control
CoSAC Coordinated Session-based Admission Control
CPU Central Processing Unit
CRAMP Cost-efficient Resource Allocation for Multiple web applications
with Proactive scaling
CTT-SP Cost Transitive Tournament Shortest Path
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EC2 Elastic Compute Cloud
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HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
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JVM Java Virtual Machine
MMAS Max-Min Ant System
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Abstract
Video transcoding of a large number of on-demand videos requires a large scale
cluster of transcoding servers. Moreover, storage of multiple transcoded versions
of each source video requires a large amount of disk space. Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS) clouds provide virtual machines (VMs) for creating a dynami-
cally scalable cluster of servers. Likewise, a cloud storage service may be used
to store a large number of transcoded videos. Moreover, it may be possible to
reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for computation, or vice versa. In
this paper, we present prediction-based dynamic resource allocation algorithms to
scale on-demand video transcoding service on a given IaaS cloud. The proposed
algorithms provide mechanisms for allocation and deallocation of VMs to a dy-
namically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers in a horizontal fashion. We
also present a computation and storage trade-off strategy for cost-efficient video
transcoding in the cloud called cost and popularity score based strategy. The pro-
posed strategy estimates computation cost, storage cost, and video popularity of
individual transcoded videos and then uses this information to make decisions on
how long a video should be stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded
from a given source video. The proposed algorithms and the trade-off strategy are
demonstrated in a discrete-event simulation and are empirically evaluated using a
realistic load pattern.
Keywords: Video transcoding, dynamic resource allocation, computation and
storage trade-off, cost-efficiency, cloud computing
TUCS Laboratory
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1 Introduction
With an ever increasing number of digital videos delivered everyday via the Inter-
net, the number of video formats and video codecs used for digital video repre-
sentation are also increasing rapidly. Moreover, since video streaming of a large
number of videos requires a lot of server-side resources, digital videos are of-
ten stored and transmitted in compressed formats to conserve storage space and
communication bandwidth. With the emergence of a large number of video com-
pression techniques and packaging formats, such as MPEG-4 [32] and H.264 [33],
the diversity of digital video content representation has grown even faster. How-
ever, for a client-side device, it is practically impossible to support all the existing
video formats. Therefore, an unsupported format needs to be converted into one
of the supported formats before the video could be played on the device.
The process of converting a compressed digital video from one format to an-
other format is termed as video transcoding [31]. It may involve extracting video
and audio tracks from the file container, decoding the tracks, down-scaling frame-
size, dropping of frames, reducing bit-rate by applying coarser quantization, en-
coding the audio and video tracks into a suitable format, and packing those tracks
into a new container. Since video transcoding is a compute-intensive operation,
transcoding of a large number of on-demand videos requires a large scale clus-
ter of transcoding servers. Similarly, storage of multiple transcoded versions of
each source video requires a large amount of disk space. Moreover, in order to be
able to handle different load conditions in a cost-efficient manner, the cluster of
transcoding servers should be dynamically scalable.
Cloud computing provides theoretically infinite computing and storage re-
sources, which can be provisioned in an on-demand fashion under the pay-per-
use business model [4]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds, such as Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)1, provide Virtual Machines (VMs) for creating a
dynamically scalable cluster of servers. Likewise, a cloud storage service may be
used to store a large number of transcoded videos. Determining the number of
VMs and the amount of storage to provision from an IaaS cloud is an important
problem. The exact number of VMs and the exact amount of storage needed at
a specific time depend on the incoming load from service users and their perfor-
mance requirements.
In a cloud environment, a video transcoding operation can be performed in
several different ways. For example, it is possible to map an entire video stream
on a dedicated VM. However, it requires a large number of VMs to transcode sev-
eral simultaneous streams. Moreover, transcoding of high-definition (HD) video
streams may require a lot of time, which may violate the client-side performance
requirements of the desired play rate [9]. Another approach is to split the video
streams into smaller segments and then transcode them independently of one an-
other [19]. In this approach, one VM can be used to transcode a large number of
1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
1
video segments belonging to different video streams. Moreover, video segments
of a particular stream can be transcoded on multiple VMs.
In this paper, we present prediction-based dynamic resource allocation and
deallocation algorithms [22] to scale video transcoding service on a given IaaS
cloud in a horizontal fashion. The proposed algorithms allocate and deallocate
VMs to a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers. We use a two-
step load prediction method [2], which predicts the video transcoding rate a few
steps ahead in the future to allow proactive resource allocation under soft realtime
constraints. For cost-efficiency, we share VM resources among multiple video
streams. The sharing of the VM resources is based on video segmentation, which
splits the streams into smaller segments that can be transcoded independently of
one another [22]. We also investigate the computation and storage cost trade-off
for video transcoding in the cloud and present a cost-efficient strategy called cost
and popularity score based strategy [21]. The proposed strategy estimates compu-
tation cost, storage cost, and video popularity of individual transcoded videos and
then uses this information to make decisions on how long a video should be stored
or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from its source video. The objective
is to reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for computation, or vice versa.
Thus, the paper makes two contributions: (1) proactive resource allocation and
deallocation algorithms to scale video transcoding service on a given IaaS cloud;
and (2) a computation and storage cost trade-off strategy for video transcoding
in cloud computing. It extends the works published in [20], [21], and [22] and
provides an extended evaluation. The proposed algorithms and the trade-off strat-
egy are demonstrated in discrete-event simulations and are empirically evaluated
using a realistic load pattern.
We proceed as follows. Section 2 presents the system architecture of an on-
demand video transcoding service and sets the context for the proposed dynamic
resource allocation algorithms and the proposed trade-off strategy. Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed algorithms. The proposed trade-off strategy is presented in
Section 4. Section 5 describes experimental design and presents the results of the
experimental evaluation. In Section 6, we discuss important related works before
concluding in Section 7.
2 System Architecture
The system architecture of the cloud-based on-demand video transcoding service
is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a streaming server, a video splitter, a video
merger, a video repository, a dynamically scalable cluster of transcoding servers,
a load balancer, a master controller, and a load predictor. The video requests and
responses are routed through the streaming server. It uses an output video buffer,
which temporarily stores the transcoded videos at the server-side. Our resource
allocation algorithms are designed to avoid over and underflow of the video buffer.
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Figure 1: System architecture of the cloud-based on-demand video transcoding
service
The overflow occurs if the video transcoding rate exceeds the video play rate and
the capacity of the buffer. Likewise, the buffer underflow may occur when the
play rate exceeds the transcoding rate, while the buffer does not contain enough
frames either to avoid the underflow situation. Since the main focus of this paper
is on video transcoding, we assume that the streaming server is not a bottleneck.
The video streams in certain compressed formats are stored in the video repos-
itory. The streaming server accepts video requests from users and checks if the
required video is available in the video repository. If it finds the video in the de-
sired format and resolution, it starts streaming the video. However, if it finds that
the requested video is stored only in another format or resolution than the one de-
sired by the user, it sends the video for segmentation and subsequent transcoding.
Then, as soon as it receives the transcoded video from the video merger, it starts
streaming the video.
After each transcoding operation, the computation and storage trade-off strat-
egy determines if the transcoded video should be stored in the video repository
or not. Moreover, if a transcoded video is stored, then the trade-off strategy also
determines the duration for which the video should be stored. Therefore, it al-
lows us to trade computation for storage or vice versa in order to reduce the total
operational cost and to improve performance of the transcoding service.
The video splitter splits the video streams into smaller segments called jobs,
which are placed into the job queue. A compressed video consists of three
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different types of frames namely, I-frames (intracoded frames), P-frames (pre-
dicted frames), and B-frames (bi-directional predicted frames). Due to inter-
dependencies among different types of frames, the video splitting or segmentation
is performed at the key frames, which are always I-frames. An I-frame followed
by P and B frames is termed as a group of pictures (GOP). GOPs represent atomic
units that can be transcoded independently of one another [22]. Video segmenta-
tion at GOP level is discussed in more detail in [19] and [23].
The load balancer employs a task assignment policy, which distributes load on
the transcoding servers. In other words, it decides when and to which transcoding
server a transcoding job should be sent. It maintains a configuration file, which
contains information about transcoding servers that perform the transcoding oper-
ations. As a result of the dynamic resource allocation and deallocation operations,
the configuration file is often updated with new information. The load balancer
serves the jobs in FIFO (First In, First Out) order. It implements one or more
job scheduling policies, such as, the shortest queue length policy, which selects a
transcoding server with the shortest queue length and the shortest queue waiting
time policy, which selects a transcoding server with the least queue waiting time.
The actual transcoding is performed by the transcoding servers. They get com-
pressed video segments, perform the required transcoding operations, and return
the transcoded video segments for merging. A transcoding server runs on a dy-
namically provisioned VM. Each transcoding server processes one or more simul-
taneous jobs. When a transcoding job arrives at a transcoding server, it is placed
in the server’s queue from where it is subsequently processed.
The master controller acts as the main controller and the resource allocator.
It implements prediction-based dynamic resource allocation and deallocation al-
gorithms, as described in Section 3. It also implements one or more computation
and storage trade-off strategies, such as the proposed cost and popularity score
based strategy, which is presented in Section 4. In our approach, the resource
allocation and deallocation is mainly based on the target play rate of the video
streams and the predicted transcoding rate of the transcoding servers. For load
prediction, the master controller uses load predictor, which predicts future load on
the transcoding servers. The video merger merges the transcoded jobs into video
streams, which form video responses. Our load prediction approach is described
in detail in [7] and [22]. It consists of a load tracker and a load predictor [2]. We
use exponential moving average (EMA) for the load tracker and a simple linear
regression model [26] for the load predictor.
3 Proactive VM Allocation Algorithms
In this section, the proposed dynamic VM allocation and deallocation algorithms
for video transcoding in the cloud are presented. The objective is to reduce the
over and under allocation of resources while satisfying the client-side performance
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requirements. For the sake of clarity, the concepts used in the algorithms and their
notation are summarized in Table 1. The algorithms implement proactive control,
which uses a two-step load prediction approach [2] in which the current and the
past system load is tracked to predict the future system load. The predicted system
load is then used to make decisions on the allocation and deallocation of VMs to a
dynamically scalable cluster of transcoding servers. Moreover, a fixed minimum
number of transcoding servers is always maintained, which represents the base
capacity NB.
On discrete-time intervals, the master controller obtains the play rate of all
video streams and adds them together to get the total target play rate PR(t). It then
obtains the video transcoding rate from each transcoding server and calculates the
total transcoding rate TR(t). Moreover, for proactive VM allocation, it uses load
predictor to predict the total transcoding rate TˆR(t) a few steps ahead in the future.
The algorithms are designed to be cost-efficient while minimizing potential os-
cillations in the number of VMs [34]. This is desirable because, in practice, provi-
sioning of a VM takes a few minutes [5], [6]. Therefore, oscillations in the number
of VMs may lead to deteriorated performance. Moreover, since some contempo-
rary IaaS providers, such as Amazon EC2, charge on hourly basis, oscillations
will result in a higher provisioning cost. Therefore, the algorithms counteract os-
cillations by delaying new VM allocation operations until previous VM allocation
operations have been realized [18]. Furthermore, for cost-efficiency, the deallo-
cation algorithm terminates only those VMs whose renting period approaches its
completion.
3.1 VM Allocation Algorithm
The VM allocation algorithm is given as Algorithm 1. The first two steps deal with
the calculation of the target play rate PR(t) of all streams and the total transcoding
rate TR(t) of all transcoding servers (lines 3–7). The algorithm then obtains the
predicted total transcoding rate TˆR(t) from the load predictor (line 8). Moreover,
to avoid underflow of the output video buffer that temporarily stores transcoded
jobs at the server-side, it considers the size of the output video buffer BS(t). If
the target play rate exceeds the predicted transcoding rate while the buffer size
BS(t) falls below its lower thresholdBL (line 9), the algorithm chooses to allocate
resources by provisioning one or more VMs (line 10). The number of VMs to
provision NP (t) is calculated as follows
NP (t) =
⌈
PR(t)− TˆR(t)
TR(t)
|S(t)|
⌉
(1)
where |S(t)| is the number of transcoding servers at time t. The VM allocation al-
gorithm also takes into account the number of jobs waiting in the servers’ queues.
It checks the average queue length of all servers avgQJobs(t) and if the aver-
age queue length is above a predefined maximum upper threshold MAXQLUT
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Table 1: Summary of concepts and their notation for VM allocation algorithms
Notation Description
avgQJobs(t) average queue length of all servers at discrete-time t
countover(t) over allocation count at t
NP (t) number of servers to provision at t based on PR(t) and TˆR(t)
NPQ(t) number of servers to provision at t based on avgQJobs(t)
NT (t) number of servers to terminate at t
PR(t) sum of target play rates of all streams at t
S(t) set of transcoding servers at t
Sp(t) set of newly provisioned servers at t
Sc(t) servers close to completion of renting period at t
St(t) servers selected for termination at t
TR(t) total transcoding rate of all servers at t
TˆR(t) predicted total transcoding rate of all servers at t
RT (s, t) remaining time of server s at t with respect to renting hour
V (t) set of video streams at t
BL buffer size lower threshold in megabytes
BS(t) size of the output video buffer in megabytes
BU buffer size upper threshold in megabytes
CT over allocation count threshold
jobCompletion job completion delay
MAXQLUT maximum queue length upper threshold
NB number of servers to use as base capacity
RTL remaining time lower threshold
RTU remaining time upper threshold
startUp server startup delay
calcNP () calculate the value of NP (t)
calcNT () calculate the value of NT (t)
calcQNP () calculate the value of NPQ(t) based on queue length
calRT (s, t) calculate the value of RT (s, t)
delay(d) delay for duration d
getPR() get PR(t) from video merger
getTR(s) get transcoding rate of server s
getTˆR() get TˆR(t) from load predictor
provision(n) provision n servers
select(n) select n servers for termination
sort(S) sort servers S on remaining time
terminate(S) terminate servers S
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(line 12), it chooses to provision one or more servers (line 13). In this case, the
number of VMs to provision NPQ(t) is calculated as follows
NPQ(t) =
⌈
avgQJobs(t)
MAXQLUT
⌉
(2)
The algorithm then provisions NP (t) + NPQ(t) VMs, which are added to the
cluster of transcoding servers (lines 20–21). To minimize potential oscillations
due to unnecessary VM allocations, the algorithm adds a delay for the VM startup
time (line 22). Furthermore, it ensures that the total number of VMs |S(t)| does
not exceed the total number of video streams |V (t)|. The algorithm adjusts the
number of VMs to provision NP (t) if |S(t)| + NP (t) exceeds |V (t)| (lines 16–
18). This is desirable because the transcoding rate of a video on a single VM is
usually higher than the required play rate.
Algorithm 1 VM allocation algorithm
1: while true do
2: NP (t) := 0, NPQ(t) := 0
3: PR(t) := getPR()
4: TR(t) := 0
5: for sS(t) do
6: TR(t) := TR(t) + getTR(s)
7: end for
8: TˆR(t) := getTˆR(TR(t))
9: if TˆR(t) < PR(t) ∧BS(t) < BL then
10: NP (t) := calcNP ()
11: end if
12: if avgQJobs(t) > MAXQLUT then
13: NPQ(t) := calcQNP ()
14: end if
15: NP (t) := NP (t) +NPQ(t)
16: if |S(t)|+NP (t) > |V (t)| then
17: NP (t) := |V (t)| − |S(t)|
18: end if
19: if NP (t) ≥ 1 then
20: Sp(t) := provision(NP (t))
21: S(t) := S(t) ∪ Sp(t)
22: delay(startUp)
23: end if
24: end while
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3.2 VM Deallocation Algorithm
The VM deallocation algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The main objective
of the algorithm is to minimize the VM provisioning cost, which is a function of
the number of VMs and time. Thus, it terminates any redundant VMs as soon as
possible. Moreover, to avoid overflow of the output video buffer, it considers the
size of the output video buffer BS(t). After obtaining the target play rate PR(t)
and the predicted total transcoding rate TˆR(t) (lines 2–7), the algorithm makes
a comparison. If TˆR(t) exceeds PR(t) while the buffer size BS(t) exceeds its
upper threshold BU (line 8), it may choose to deallocate resources by terminating
one or more VMs. However, to minimize unnecessary oscillations, it deallocates
resources only when the buffer overflow situation persists for a predetermined
minimum amount of time.
Algorithm 2 VM deallocation algorithm
1: while true do
2: PR(t) := getPR()
3: TR(t) := 0
4: for sS(t) do
5: TR(t) := TR(t) + getTR(s)
6: end for
7: TˆR(t) := getTˆR(TR(t))
8: if TˆR(t) > PR(t) ∧BS(t) > BU ∧ countover(t) > CT then
9: for sS(t) do
10: RT (s, t) := calRT (s, t)
11: end for
12: Sc(t) := {∀sS(t)|RT (s, t) < RTU ∧RT (s, t) > RTL}
13: if |Sc(t)| ≥ 1 then
14: NT (t) := calcNT ()
15: NT (t) := min(NT (t), |Sc(t)|)
16: if NT (t) ≥ 1 then
17: sort(Sc(t))
18: St(t) := select(NT (t))
19: S(t) := S(t) \ St(t)
20: delay(jobCompletion)
21: terminate(St(t))
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while
In the next step, the algorithm calculates the remaining time of each transcod-
ing server RT (s, t) with respect to the completion of the renting period (lines 9–
11). It then checks if there are any transcoding servers whose remaining time is
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less than the predetermined upper threshold of remaining timeRTU and more than
the lower threshold of remaining time RTL (line 12). The objective is to terminate
only those servers whose renting period is close to the completion, while exclud-
ing any servers that are extremely close to the completion of their renting period.
Therefore, it is not practically feasible to complete all running and pending jobs
on them before the start of the next renting period. If the algorithm finds at least
one such server Sc(t) (line 13), it calculates the number of servers to terminate
NT (t) as
NT (t) =
⌈
TˆR(t)− PR(t)
TR(t)
|S(t)|
⌉
−NB (3)
Then, it sorts the transcoding servers in Sc(t) on the basis of their remaining time
(line 17), and selects the servers with the lowest remaining time for termination
(line 18). The rationale of sorting of servers is to ensure cost-efficiency by select-
ing the servers closer to completion of their renting period. A VM that has been
selected for termination might have some pending jobs in its queue. Therefore, it
is necessary to ensure that the termination of a VM does not abandon any jobs in
its queue. One way to do this is to migrate all pending jobs to other VMs and then
terminate the VM [5], [6]. However, since transcoding of video segments takes
relatively less time to complete, it is more reasonable to let the jobs complete their
execution without requiring them to migrate and then terminate a VM when there
are no more running and pending jobs on it. Therefore, the deallocation algorithm
terminates a VM only when the VM renting period approaches its completion
and all jobs on the server complete their execution (line 20). Finally, the selected
servers are terminated and removed from the cluster (line 21).
4 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategy
In this section, we present the proposed computation and storage trade-off strat-
egy. For the sake of clarity, we provide a summary of the notations in Table 2.
The proposed cost and popularity score based strategy estimates the computation
cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity of individual transcoded videos
and then uses this information to make decisions on how long a video should be
stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from a given source video. In
an on-demand video streaming service, the source videos are usually high quality
videos that comprise the primary datasets. Therefore, irrespective of their com-
putation and storage costs, they are never deleted from the video repository. The
transcoded videos, on the other hand, are the derived datasets that can be regener-
ated on-demand from their source videos. Therefore, they should only be stored
in the video repository when it is cost-efficient to store them. Thus, the proposed
strategy is only applicable to the transcoded videos. In other words, since the com-
putation and the storage costs of the source videos are not relevant, the proposed
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Table 2: Summary of concepts and their notation for trade-off strategy
Notation Description
τ set of transcoded videos
τi i
th transcoded video
NSτi new cost and popularity score of τi
RCT renting cost of a transcoding server per renting hour
Sτi total cumulative cost and popularity score of τi
SCτi storage cost of τi per time unit
SCm monthly storage cost per 1 gigabytes
SDτi storage duration for transcoded video τi
TCτi transcoding cost of τi
TTτi transcoding time of τi
V Smbτi transcoded video τi size in megabytes
DC decrement in Sτi
GBmb megabytes to gigabytes conversion factor
Hsec hour to seconds conversion factor
RPS month to desired time unit conversion factor
calcNS(τi) calculate NSτi
calcSC(τi) calculate SCτi
calcTC(τi) calculate TCτi
delay(SDτi) delay for SDτi
getS(τi) get Sτi
getSC(τi) get SCτi
getTC(τi) get TCτi
removeV ideo(τi) remove video τi
strategy is based only on the computation and storage costs of the transcoded
videos.
In cloud computing, the computation cost is essentially the cost of using VMs,
which is usually calculated on an hourly basis. The storage cost, on the other
hand, is often computed on a monthly basis. The computation cost of a transcoded
video depends on its transcoding time and on how often the video is re-transcoded.
Thus, if a video is frequently re-transcoded, the computation cost would increase
rapidly. On the other hand, the storage cost of a transcoded video depends on the
length of the storage duration and the video size on disk. Therefore, it increases
gradually with the passage of time. The longer the duration, the higher the cost.
Thus, our proposed strategy estimates an equilibrium point on the time axis where
the computation cost and the storage cost of a transcoded video become equal.
This estimated equilibrium point indicates the minimum duration for which the
video should be stored in the video repository. Figure 2 shows that if a video
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Figure 2: The estimated equilibrium point between the storage cost and the
transcoding cost of a transcoded video
is transcoded once and stored in the video repository, then initially the compu-
tation cost is higher than the storage cost. However, with the passage of time,
the storage cost continues to increase until it becomes equal to the computation
cost and then it grows even further unless the video is removed from the video
repository. Thus, if the video is deleted before its estimated equilibrium point
and then it is subsequently requested, the computation cost will increase due to
unnecessary re-transcoding. Likewise, if the video is stored beyond its estimated
equilibrium point and then it does not receive a subsequent request, the storage
cost will increase unnecessarily.
In an on-demand video streaming service, each transcoded video may be re-
quested and viewed a number of times. Frequently viewed, popular videos get a
lot of requests. While, sporadically viewed, less popular videos get only a few re-
quests. For cost-efficient storage, it is essential to use an estimate of the popularity
of the individual transcoded videos. This information can then be used to deter-
mine the exact duration for which a video should be stored in the video repository.
Therefore, the proposed strategy accounts for the popularity of individual trans-
coded videos. It uses the estimated computation cost, the estimated storage cost,
and the video popularity information to calculate a cost and popularity score Sτi
for each transcoded video τi. The higher the score the longer the video is stored
in the video repository. Thus, with the incorporation of the video cost and popu-
larity score, it becomes justifiable to store popular transcoded videos beyond their
estimated equilibrium point. In other words, it differentiates popular videos that
should be stored for a longer duration.
In our proposed strategy, the storage cost SCτi of a transcoded video τi is
calculated as
SCτi =
V Smbτi
GBmb
· SCm
RPS
· SDτi (4)
where V Smbτi is the size of the transcoded video τi in megabytes, GBmb is the
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megabytes to gigabytes conversion factor, SCm is the monthly storage cost per 1
gigabytes of storage, RPS is the month to desired time unit conversion factor, and
SDτi is the length of the storage duration for the transcoded video τi. Similarly,
the transcoding cost TCτi of a transcoded video τi is calculated as
TCτi = TTτi ·
RCT
Hsec
(5)
where TTτi is the transcoding time of τi, RCT is the renting cost of a transcoding
server per renting hour, and Hsec is the hour to seconds conversion factor, which
is used to normalize the computation cost to a per second basis.
Whenever a new request for a transcoded video τi arrives at the streaming
server, the video cost and popularity score Sτi is updated to reflect the new costs
and the new popularity information. The new cost and popularity score NSτi
represents the estimated equilibrium point where the computation cost and the
storage cost of τi become equal. Therefore, it indicates the minimum duration for
which the video should be stored. The new cost and popularity score NSτi of a
video τi is calculated as the ratio of the transcoding cost TCτi and the storage cost
SCτi
NSτi =
TCτi
SCτi
(6)
Finally, the total cost and popularity score Sτi of a video τi is calculated by
accumulating the new cost and popularity score NSτi of the said video over time.
That is, for each new request of a transcoded video τi, we obtain the previous
value of the total cost and popularity score Sτi of the transcoded video, calculate
NSτi , and then add them together to produce the new value of the Sτi . Moreover,
the total cost and popularity score of a video that was not stored previously is set
to NSτi . The total cost and popularity score Sτi determines the exact duration
for which a video τi should be stored. The pseudocode for score calculation is
presented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Calculation of cost and popularity score
1: while true do
2: if τi is requested then
3: SCτi := calcSC(τi)
4: TCτi := calcTC(τi)
5: NSτi := calcNS(τi)
6: Sτi :=
{
Sτi +NSτi , if τi was stored previously
NSτi , otherwise
7: end if
8: end while
Each transcoded video τi should be stored in the video repository for as long
as it is cost-efficient to store it. However, when a video loses its popularity, it
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should be subsequently deleted to avoid unnecessary storage cost. Therefore, on
certain time intervals, the proposed strategy performs the following steps for each
transcoded video τi. It obtains the storage cost SCτi , the cost and popularity score
Sτi , and the transcoding cost TCτi . Then, it multiplies Sτi and TCτi and compares
it with SCτi as follows
SCτi > TCτi · Sτi (7)
If the inequality holds, it implies that it is cost-efficient to delete the transcoded
video. Therefore, the video is removed from the video repository. However, if the
inequality does not hold, it indicates that it is not cost-efficient to delete the video.
Therefore, the video is not removed. Moreover, the cost and popularity score Sτi
is decremented in accordance with the length of the time interval to reflect the
passage of time. In this way, when a popular video loses its popularity, it starts
losing its cost and popularity score as well until it is removed from the video
repository or it gets some new requests to regain its popularity. The pseudocode
to decrement cost and popularity score Sτi and to remove a video is given as
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Decrementing score and removing a video
1: while true do
2: for τiτ do
3: SCτi := getSC(τi)
4: TCτi := getTC(τi)
5: Sτi := getS(τi)
6: if SCτi > TCτi · Sτi then
7: removeV ideo(τi)
8: else
9: Sτi := Sτi −DC
10: end if
11: end for
12: delay(SDτi)
13: end while
5 Experimental Evaluation
Software simulations are often used to test and evaluate new approaches and
strategies involving complex environments [10], [8]. For our proposed resource
allocation algorithms and trade-off strategy, we have developed a discrete-event
simulation in the Python programming language. It is based on the SimPy simu-
lation framework [25]. Also, for a comparison of the results with the alternative
existing approaches, we have developed discrete-event simulations for two intu-
itive computation and storage trade-off strategies, which are the store all strategy
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and the usage based strategy [36]. The store all strategy stores all transcoded
videos irrespective of their costs and popularity. While the usage based strategy
stores only popular videos and removes the rest. That is, it does not account for
the computation and storage costs.
5.1 Experimental Design and Setup
For the computation and storage costs, we used the Amazon EC2 and the Amazon
S32 cost models. The computation cost in Amazon EC2 is based on an hourly
charge model. Whereas, the storage cost of Amazon S3 is based on a monthly
charge model. In our experiment, we used only small instances. As of writing of
this paper, the cost of a small instance in Amazon EC2 is $0.06 per hour. Whereas,
the cost of storage space in Amazon S3 is based on a nonlinear cost model as
shown in Table 3.
The experiment used HD, SD (Standard-Definition), and mobile video
streams. Since SD videos currently have a higher demand than the HD and mo-
bile videos, we considered 20% HD, 30% mobile, and 50% SD video streams.
The GOP size for different types of videos was different. For HD videos, the av-
erage size of a video segment was 75 frames with a standard deviation of 7 frames.
Likewise, for SD and mobile videos, the average size of a segment was 250 frames
with a standard deviation of 20 frames.
In an on-demand video transcoding service, a source video is usually trans-
coded in many different formats. Therefore, we assumed that a source video can
be transcoded into a maximum of 30 different formats. Likewise, since in an on-
demand video streaming service, the number of source videos always continue to
grow, we used a continuously increasing number of source videos in our experi-
ment. However, since the number of the newly uploaded source videos is usually
only a small fraction of the total number of downloaded videos, the video upload
rate in our experiment was assumed to be 1% of the total number of the video
download requests. The desired time unit for storage, as used in the month to
desired time unit conversion factor RPS , was assumed to be one day. Therefore,
RPS was 30. Moreover, the minimum storage duration for a transcoded video
SDτi was also assumed to be one day.
The objective of the experiment was to evaluate the proposed algorithms and
trade-off strategy for a realistic load pattern. Therefore, it used a real load pattern,
which constitutes real video access data from Bambuser AB3. The load pattern
consists of approximately 40 days of real video access data. The total number of
frames in a video stream was in the range of 18000 to 90000, which represents an
approximate play time of 10 to 50 minutes with the frame rate of 30 frames per
second.
2http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
3http://bambuser.com/
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Table 3: Amazon S3 storage pricing
Standard Storage
First 1 TB per month $ 0.095 per GB
Next 49 TB per month $ 0.080 per GB
Next 450 TB per month $ 0.070 per GB
Next 500 TB per month $ 0.065 per GB
Next 4000 TB per month $ 0.060 per GB
Over 5000 TB per month $ 0.055 per GB
5.2 Results and Analysis
In this section, we compare the experimental results of the proposed strategy with
that of the store all strategy and the usage based strategy. Each result in Figure 3 to
Figure 5 consists of seven different plots, which are number of user requests, num-
ber of transcoding servers, transcoding cost, storage cost, storage size, number of
source videos, and number of transcoded videos. The number of user requests plot
represents the load pattern of the video access data. In other words, it is the user
load on the streaming server. Due to data confidentiality, the exact volume of the
load can not be revealed. Therefore, we have omitted the scale of this plot from
all the results. The number of transcoding servers plot shows the total number
of transcoding servers being used at a particular time. The transcoding cost plot
represents the total computation cost of all transcoded videos in US dollars. Sim-
ilarly, the storage cost plot shows the storage cost in US dollars of all transcoded
videos, which are stored in the video repository. The storage size plot represents
the total size of the cloud storage used to store the transcoded videos. The number
of source videos plot shows the total number of source videos in the video reposi-
tory. Likewise, the number of transcoded videos is the total number of transcoded
videos in the video repository. The results are also summarized in Table 4.
Figure 3 presents the simulation results of the store all strategy. The results
span over a period of 40 days. At the end of the simulation, the total number of
transcoded videos in the video repository was 206590, while the total number of
source videos was 20902. The average number of transcoding servers was 102,
the total transcoding cost was $4458.42, the total storage cost was $4911.36, and
the total storage size was 42.16 terabytes. Since the store all strategy stores all
transcoded videos irrespective of their computation and storage costs, the storage
cost was very high due to a large number of transcoded videos stored in the video
repository. Therefore, the results indicate that the store all strategy is not cost-
efficient.
Figure 4 presents the results of the usage based strategy. At the end of the
simulation, the total number of transcoded videos in the video repository was
190734 for the same number of source videos as used in the store all strategy.
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Table 4: Summary of results
Strategy Avg. servers Transcoding cost Storage cost Total cost
Store all 102 $4458.42 $4911.36 $9369.78
Usage based 94 $4179.12 $4090.56 $8269.68
Score based 107 $4893.60 $2307.84 $7201.44
The average number of transcoding servers was 94, the total transcoding cost was
$4179.12, the total storage cost was $4090.56, and the total storage size was 34.19
terabytes. Since the usage based strategy stores only popular videos, the storage
cost of the usage based strategy was slightly less than that of the store all strategy.
Therefore, the results indicate that the usage based strategy is cost-efficient when
compared to the store all strategy. However, since it does not account for the
computation and the storage costs, it may remove some videos that have a high
transcoding cost.
Figure 5 presents the results of the proposed score based strategy. At the end
of the simulation, the total number of transcoded videos in the video repository
was 64392 for the same number of source videos as used in the store all strategy
and the usage based strategy. The average number of transcoding servers was 107,
the total transcoding cost was $4893.60, the total storage cost was $2307.84, and
the total storage size was 14.93 terabytes. Since the proposed strategy accounts
for the computation cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity information,
the storage cost was much less than that of the store all strategy and the usage
based strategy.
Figure 6 presents a comparison of the total costs, which consists of the com-
putation cost and the storage cost. The results show that the store all strategy has
the highest total cost. The usage based strategy has slightly less total cost than the
store all strategy. Moreover, the proposed storage has the least total cost among
all the three strategies. Therefore, the results indicate that the proposed strategy is
cost-efficient when compared to the store all and the usage based strategies.
6 Related Work
Distributed video transcoding with video segmentation was proposed in [19]
and [23]. Jokhio et al. [19] presented bit rate reduction video transcoding using
multiple processing units, while [23] analyzed different video segmentation meth-
ods to perform spatial resolution reduction video transcoding. Huang et al. [17]
presented a cloud-based video proxy to deliver transcoded videos for streaming.
The main contribution of their work is a multilevel transcoding parallelization
framework. Li et al. [24] proposed a cloud transcoder, which uses a compute cloud
as an intermediate platform to provide transcoding service. Shin and Koh [30]
17
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presented a hybrid scheme to determine an optimal threshold between the static
and dynamic transcoding. Ashraf et al. [8] proposed an admission control and
job scheduling approach for video transcoding in the cloud. None of these papers
addressed the VM allocation problem for video transcoding in cloud computing.
6.1 VM Allocation Approaches
The existing works on dynamic VM allocation can be classified into two main cat-
egories: Plan-based approaches and control theoretic approaches. The plan-based
approaches can be further classified into workload prediction approaches and per-
formance dynamics model approaches. One example of the workload prediction
approaches is Ardagna et al. [3], while TwoSpot [34], Hu et al. [16], Chieu et
al. [11], Iqbal et al. [18] and Han et al. [15] use a performance dynamics model.
Similarly, Dutreilh et al. [13], Pan et al. [27], Patikirikorala et al. [28], and Roy
et al. [29] are control theoretic approaches. One common difference between all
of these works and our proposed approach is that they are not designed specif-
ically for video transcoding in cloud computing. In contrast, our proposed ap-
proach is based on the important performance and VM allocation metrics for video
transcoding service, such as video play rate and server transcoding rate. Moreover,
it is cost-efficient as it uses a reduced number of VMs for a large number of video
streams, it provides proactive VM allocation under soft real-time constraints, and
it does not depend upon performance and dynamics of the underlying system. A
more detailed analysis of the VM allocation approaches can be found in [22].
6.2 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategies
There are currently only a few works in the area of computation and storage trade-
off analysis for cost-efficient usage of cloud resources. One of the earlier attempts
include Adams et al. [1], who highlighted some of the important issues and fac-
tors involved in constructing a cost-benefit model, which can be used to analyze
the trade-offs between computation and storage. However, they did not propose
a strategy to find the right balance between computation and storage resources.
Deelman et al. [12] studied cost and performance trade-offs for an astronomy ap-
plication using Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3 cost models. The authors concluded
that, based on the likelihood of reuse, storing popular datasets in the cloud can be
cost-effective. However, they did not provide a concrete strategy for cost-effective
computation and storage of scientific datasets in the cloud.
Nectar system [14] is designed to automate the management of data and com-
putation in a data center. It initially stores all the derived datasets when they
are generated. However, when the available disk space falls below a threshold, all
obsolete or least-valued datasets are garbage collected to improve resource utiliza-
tion. Although Nectar provides a computation and storage trade-off strategy, it is
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not designed to reduce the total cost of computation and storage in a cloud-based
service that uses IaaS resources.
Yuan et al. [36] proposed two strategies for cost-effective storage of scien-
tific datasets in the cloud, which compare the computation cost and the storage
cost of the datasets. They also presented a Cost Transitive Tournament Shortest
Path (CTT-SP) algorithm to find the best trade-off between the computation and
the storage resources. Their strategies are called cost rate based storage strat-
egy [35], [38] and local-optimization based storage strategy [37]. The cost rate
based storage strategy compares computation cost rate and storage cost rate to
decide storage status of a dataset. Whereas, the local-optimization based storage
strategy partitions a data dependency graph (DDG) of datasets into linear seg-
ments and applies the CTT-SP algorithm to achieve a localized optimization. In
contrast to the cost rate based storage strategy [35], [38], our proposed trade-off
strategy estimates an equilibrium point on the time axis where the computation
cost and the storage cost of a transcoded video become equal. Moreover, it esti-
mates video popularity of the individual transcoded videos to differentiate popu-
lar videos. The DDG-based local-optimization based storage strategy of Yuan et
al. [37] is not much relevant for video transcoding because video transcoding does
not involve a lot of data dependencies.
Most of the existing computation and storage trade-off strategies described
above were originally proposed for scientific datasets. To the best of our lim-
ited knowledge, there are currently no existing computation and storage trade-off
strategies for video transcoding. The difference of application domain may play
a vital role when determining cost-efficiency of the existing strategies. Therefore,
some of the existing strategies may have limited efficacy and little cost-efficiency
for video transcoding.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented proactive VM allocation algorithms to scale video
transcoding service in a cloud environment. The proposed algorithms provide
a mechanism for creating a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding
servers by provisioning VMs from an IaaS cloud. The prediction of the future
user load is based on a two-step load prediction method, which allows proactive
VM allocation under soft real-time constraints. For cost-efficiency, we used video
segmentation which splits a video stream into smaller segments that can be trans-
coded independently of one another. This helped us to perform video transcoding
of multiple simultaneous streams on a single server.
We also proposed a cost-efficient computation and storage trade-off strategy
for video transcoding in the cloud. The proposed strategy estimates the compu-
tation cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity information of individual
transcoded videos and then uses this information to make decisions on how long a
20
video should be stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from a given
source video. The objective is to reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for
computation, or vice versa.
The proposed approach is demonstrated in a discrete-event simulation and
an experimental evaluation involving a realistic load pattern. Also, for the sake
of comparison, we simulated two intuitive computation and storage trade-off
strategies and compared their results with that of the proposed strategy. The re-
sults show that the proposed algorithms provide cost-efficient VM allocation for
transcoding a large number of video streams while minimizing oscillations in the
number of servers. The results also indicate that our proposed trade-off strategy is
more cost-efficient than the two intuitive strategies as it provided a good trade-off
between the computation and storage resources.
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